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Summary

The growing impacts of Hybrid Electric Vehicles (HEV) and upcoming constraints on CO2

emissions provide an opportunity for new combustion concepts to take over the role of con-
ventional concepts. Partially Premixed Combustion (PPC), a new Compression Ignition (CI)
combustion concept, combines the advantages of both Homogeneous Charge Compression
Ignition (HCCI) and conventional diesel combustion. In PPC, the fuel partially premixes with air
as a consequence of earlier injection and longer ignition delay compared to diffusion-controlled
combustion, resulting in lower soot and NOx emissions, while maintaining high indicated effi-
ciency. The strategy and the timing of the injection provide control over both fuel and thermal
stratification, and hence over the timing of the combustion and the behavior of the heat release.
However, finding the optimal stratification level of fuel, temperature and combustion for PPC
is a challenging issue. The main objective of this study is to investigate various aspects of
stratification in PPC to better understand this combustion concept. A light-duty optical engine
has been used throughout this study, and different optical/laser diagnostic techniques are
applied to fundamentally investigate this phenomenon.

The ignition sensitivity of PPC to injection timing is investigated by using high-speed shadowg-
raphy and OH* chemiluminescence imaging. Shadowgraphy is used to visualize fuel injection
and evaporation while OH* chemiluminescence imaging is used to study the combustion strat-
ification. Results confirm that Start of Injection (SOI) strongly affects the spray penetration
and evaporation of fuel. Moreover, combustion stratification has an inverse correlation with
combustion phasing of PPC for late injections.

High-speed spectroscopy measurements are used to study the effects of stratification on the
spectral signature of PPC (270−540 nm range). A method has been developed to distinguish
chemiluminescence from thermal radiation, and different chemiluminescing species (OH*,
CH* and C *2 ) could be identified. The results indicate that the spectral signature of the
combustion is highly dependent on the stratification level. It is shown that the broadband
chemiluminescence can serve as a proxy for equivalence ratio and the rate of heat release.
From the C *2 chemiluminescence, it appears that two different chemical mechanisms for
formation of C *2 are active in the PPC regime: it is first formed during the early stage of
combustion by the breakup of bigger molecules, and secondarily during the late stage of
combustion when soot particles are forming.

In order to compare stratification levels of different PPC strategies or other combustion concepts,

ix



Summary

an objective and meaningful definition of “stratification level” is proposed, based on Fourier
analysis of OH* chemiluminescence images, which is assumed to provide spatial information
regarding heat release. Two-dimensional Fourier transforms translate these chemiluminescence
images into a range of spatial frequencies. The information in this range of frequencies is used
to define combustion stratification, using an appropriate normalization procedure. The results
indicate that this new definition overcomes the drawbacks of previous definitions used in the
literature and is a promising method to meaningfully compare the levels of combustion and fuel
stratification in different experiments.

Fuel tracer Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) is used to investigate the effects of fuel strati-
fication on PPC, and to measure/estimate the in-cylinder fuel and temperature distributions.
Quantification of fuel-tracer LIF images is performed based on the temperature dependency of
the fluorescence signal of toluene (tracer), combined with a comprehensive thermodynamic
model, resulting in both temperature and fuel distributions. Quantified results on the fuel
distribution are linked to crank-angle resolved OH* luminescence images and spectroscopy
measurements. Results confirm that fuel stratification can either decrease or increase the
peak heat release rate, depending on the pattern and the values of local equivalence ratios.
Fourier-based analysis of fuel distributions provide an objective metric for fuel stratification,
which can be used as a tool to optimize the stratification in the PPC regime from different points
of view, such as emissions, efficiency, heat release rate and controllability.

In the end, to investigate the effects of flow and turbulence on stratification, high-speed Particle
Image Velocimetry (PIV) is used to measure fluid flow characteristics, including the flow fields,
mean velocity and cycle-resolved turbulence, inside the piston bowl as well as in the squish
region. Two injectors, having 5 and 7 holes, are compared to see their effects on fluid flow and
heat release behavior for different injection timings. Reactive and non-reactive measurements
are performed to distinguish injection-driven and combustion-driven turbulence. Formation of
vortices and higher turbulence levels enhance the air/fuel interaction, changing the level of fuel
stratification and combustion duration. Results demonstrate clearly how later injection (up to
a certain point) causes higher mean velocity and turbulence level inside the piston bowl, and
consequently higher mixing efficiency.

x
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Introduction

1.1 Motivation

1.1 Motivation

Internal combustion engines are the workhorses of modern society. Today’s contribution of
transportation energy to the total energy used by the entire human civilization is about 20%.
This share slightly increases to 23% for global carbon dioxide emissions [1]. The contribution of
internal combustion (IC) engines to the total land transportation power supply is almost 100%;
considering 1.2 million Battery Electric Vehicles (BEVs) out of 1.2 billion cars and trucks in
2016 [2] would result in a share of 0.1% for E-Vehicles. The same story holds for the role of IC
engines in marine transportation.

The foreseeable future of IC engines does not show signs of it being abandoned. Recent
developments in biofuels allow for production of liquid fuels without the risk of fuel depletion.
Electrification of vehicles is developing based on electrical energy derived from batteries
or hydrogen fuel cells. The energy density of these energy carriers is currently orders of
magnitude smaller than that of carbon-based liquid fuels [3]. So, even though the alternatives
for IC engines are expected to become more numerous, they are unlikely to make up for much
more than 10% share of transport energy by 2040 [1, 4]. Hence, the vision on the future of
internal combustion engines is still inspiring and motivating to improve their efficiency and to
reduce their emissions.

Although IC engines have been improved steadily during the last century, from efficiency,
emission, power, size and control points of view, the primary combustion concepts are still
limited to conventional compression-ignition (CI) engines and spark-ignited (SI) engines. These
concepts survived, even when emission standards tried to limit emissions such as NOx, CO
and particulate matter (PM). Indeed, many new technologies such as high-pressure injection
systems, Exhaust Gas Recirculation (EGR) and exhaust gas treatment systems were all
implemented in IC engines during last years to meet limiting emission regulations, without
significantly modifying the combustion concept itself. However, upcoming regulations, such
as EURO 7, are targeting CO2 emission for the first time. It is a critical point for conventional
concepts to meet high-efficiency demands related to new CO2 emission regulations, while
decreasing other emissions even more. Hence, efficiency is playing a key role for designing
future IC engines.

New combustion concepts, mainly various implementations of low temperature combustion
(LTC), have shown a potential to improve indicated efficiency and to reduce NOx and soot
emissions. However, these combustion concepts have been problematic from a control point of
view. Combining an IC engine with an electric propulsion system, i.e. hybridization, is a practical
solution to avoid running IC engines in transient load/speed modes, when the efficiency of
IC engines is far lower than in their optimum mode. Running an IC engine in a steady-state
(load/speed) mode means that new combustion concepts, with limited controllability but superior
efficiency, have now the opportunity to emerge in the market.

2
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Introduction

1.2 Partially Premixed Combustion

1.2 Partially Premixed Combustion

Conventional compression-ignition (CI) engines, using diesel as fuel, provide high indicated
efficiencies (≈ 50%), but also high soot and NOx emissions. In such CI engines, liquid fuel
is injected at the end of the compression stroke into the high-pressure and -temperature air
charge. The fuel spray ignites almost instantaneously, after only a short ignition delay, which is
followed by rapid heat release. Subsequently, a stable, diffusion-controlled spray burns until the
end of injection, which results in a smooth, gradual heat release.

In spark ignition (SI) engines, an essentially homogeneous (premixed) mixture of fuel and
air is ignited in the cylinder by an electrical spark. Premixing reduces the amount of soot
emissions formed during combustion. However, stoichiometric burning of fuel will result in a
high combustion temperature and consequently high NOx emissions. Using a fuel-lean mixture
is challenging in SI engines due to the lower flame propagation speed of fuel-lean mixtures
compared to that of a stoichiometric mixture. In comparison with conventional CI engines,
SI engines have a lower compression ratio, limited by knocking, resulting in lower indicated
efficiency of SI engines (≈ 35%).

New compression ignition combustion concepts aim to increase the ignition delay and thereby
enhance fuel/air premixing to reduce both NOx and soot emissions (which are typically related
by a trade-off), while maintaining a high indicated efficiency. Enhanced fuel/air mixing would
result in lower local equivalence ratios (< 1) and consequently a lower combustion temperature.
A common name for this kind of combustion is Low Temperature Combustion (LTC).

LTC research is inspired by the Homogeneous Charge Compression Ignition (HCCI) concept.
HCCI has proven to combine low emissions and relatively high indicated efficiency (≈ 45%)
compared to conventional SI engines [5,6]. The homogeneous air/fuel mixture is ignited by
compression, i.e. the density and temperature are raised until the mixture reacts spontaneously.
HCCI combustion concepts bring several advantages. First of all, HCCI engines run fuel-lean,
implying that they can operate at conventional CI compression ratios (≤ 15). This has the
advantage that they can achieve up to 30% (relatively) higher efficiencies than conventional
SI gasoline engines [7]. Secondly, homogeneous mixing of fuel and air leads to cleaner
combustion and lower emissions. Because peak temperatures are significantly lower compared
to typical SI and diesel engines, NOx levels are almost negligible. Moreover, HCCI does not
produce soot because of the absence of locally fuel-rich regions during combustion [8]. Other
advantages are that HCCI engines can operate on a large variety of fuels and avoid throttle
losses, thereby improving efficiency (especially at part load).

The drawbacks of HCCI are mainly related to the rapid combustion and difficulties to control
the combustion timing. HCCI engines are constrained at low loads and low speeds by fuel-lean
reactivity limits and at high loads by in-cylinder pressure rise rate and peak restrictions which
can damage the engine. The low temperature fuel-lean combustion results in incomplete
oxidation of the fuel, therefore the CO and unburned hydrocarbon emissions are typically higher
than in a spark-ignition engine [9]. The HCCI concept also suffers from issues regarding the
combustion phasing control, since the injection timing and start of combustion are not coupled

3
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1.2 Partially Premixed Combustion

any more as in traditional CI engines. The most effective solution to this problem is to use
Direct Injection (DI) with fuel injection sufficiently close to top dead center (TDC) to improve
combustion controllability but still early enough to provide extensive fuel/air premixing. In this
mode, the LTC concepts are referred to as Partially Premixed Combustion (PPC). “Stratified
fuel cloud burns with a mixture of diffusion and premixed flames together with some bulk auto-
ignition”, phrased by Kalghatgi and Johansson [1] to describe PPC process. The “stratification”
word is used in PPC regime to describe in-cylinder inhomogeneities of fuel, temperature,
turbulence and combustion.

Regarding fuel stratification at the start of combustion (SOC), partially premixed combustion
is located somewhere between HCCI and the conventional CI processes (see Fig. 1.1). Fuel
stratification provides a means to control combustion phasing and heat release rate behavior,
and thus to overcome the poor controllability of HCCI. There is an optimum point for stratification
(called “stratified enough!” in Fig. 1.1) in the PPC regime, in which the indicated efficiency
would be higher than for both HCCI and conventional CI combustion (≈ 55%), while NOx and
soot emission are relatively low. This feature is graphically illustrated in Fig. 1.1, where the
indicated efficiency of different CI combustion concepts are plotted as a function of fuel and
combustion stratification. Using diesel fuel to achieve PPC is difficult due to its high chemical
reactivity and low volatility, while gasoline-like fuels are much more evaporative and resistant
to auto-ignition, providing enough time for premixing [10]. High fuel stratification improves
the combustion efficiency, controllability and operating range, while NOx and soot emissions
increase. Low fuel stratification levels, on the other hand, decrease NOx and soot emissions
but result in unstable combustion with high CO and unburned hydrocarbons emissions. Hence,
PPC relies on an intermediate stratification level, where it combines the best of both concepts.

Figure 1.1: Fuel and combustion stratifica-
tion for different compression ignition com-
bustion strategies. There is an optimum fuel
stratification level, called “stratified enough”
by Kalghatgi, where the highest indicated ef-
ficiency would be achieved, while NOx and
soot emissions are relatively low. The HCCI
and PPC labeled images are OH* bandpass
images in a light-duty optical engine, while
the diesel labeled image is combustion lumi-
nosity acquired in a heavy-duty optical en-
gine.

Knowledge gap

Dempsey et al. tried to zoom in on fuel stratification of partially premixed concepts to provide
a perspective on gasoline LTC [10]. They categorized fuel stratification into three different
levels, namely, partial fuel stratification (PFS), moderate fuel stratification (MFS), and heavy
fuel stratification (HFS) based on different injection strategies and timings. However, such

4
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1.3 Research objectives

a categorization of fuel stratification demands a quantitative index for stratification, a robust,
unique and objectively determined parameter which allows to meaningfully compare stratifica-
tion of fuel, temperature and combustion for different operating conditions, engines, injection
strategies. Such a parameter can help to precisely locate the “stratified enough” region in
Fig. 1.1. Moreover, combustion stratification is the final outcome of fuel, thermal and turbulence
stratification, which all affect the heat release rate behavior and production of emissions. Fur-
ther understanding of PPC requires the study of all aspects of stratification, in the end allowing
to implement the concept in a practical way.

1.3 Research objectives

This thesis presents an optical investigation of different aspects of stratification in partially
premixed combustion. Using various laser and optical diagnostic techniques in a light duty
optical engine is the main path to meet the following objectives:

• Better understanding of the concept of Partially Premixed Combustion by investigation
of different aspects of stratification, including combustion, fuel, thermal and turbulence
during this phenomenon.

• Defining a meaningful index for stratification.

• Quantification of the outcome of laser diagnostic techniques.

• Sharing of experimental results to help other researchers, particularly those involved in
numerical studies.

1.4 Thesis outline

The experimental setup, light-duty optical engine and overall operating conditions used through-
out this study are described in chapter 2. Details regarding the applied optical diagnostic setups
and operating conditions are separately addressed in each individual chapter.

At the beginning of this study, the overall PPC operating conditions are identified based on
the experimental setup explained in chapter 2. The scope of chapter 3 is to investigate
the ignition sensitivity of PPC to the injection timing at different injection pressures. High-
speed shadowgraphy is used to visualize fuel injection and evaporation at different Start of
Injections (SOI). Spray penetration and injection targeting are derived from these shadowgraphy
recordings. OH* chemiluminescence is used to study the stratification level of combustion,
which is used for interpretation of ignition sensitivity behavior.

Investigation of the origin of light emission during PPC is the subject of chapter 4, where
further understanding regarding the effect of stratification on combustion behavior and chemical
mechanisms is derived from high-speed spectroscopy measurements. Chemiluminescence and
thermal radiation are expected to be the dominant sources of light emission during combustion.
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A method has been developed to distinguish chemiluminescence from thermal radiation, and
different chemiluminescing species (i.e., OH*, CH* and C *2 ) could be identified. Different
combustion modes and global equivalence ratios are analyzed in this manner. Some optical
diagnostic aspects are also analyzed, such as adequacy of using bandpass filters, and finding
a proxy for equivalence ratio during combustion.

As discussed in this chapter, there is an optimum stratification level (in terms of fuel and
combustion) in which a high indicated efficiency can be achieved while maintaining low NOx

and soot emissions. In order to compare stratification levels of different PPC strategies or other
combustion concepts, an objective and meaningful definition of “stratification level” is required.
Such a definition is currently lacking; qualitative/quantitative definitions in literature (as also
used in chapter 3) cannot properly distinguish various levels of stratification. The main purpose
of chapter 5 is to objectively define a combustion stratification index based on high speed OH*

bandpass imaging, which provides spatial information regarding heat release based on the
results of chapter 4. Stratification essentially being equivalent to spatial structure, the definition
is based on two-dimensional Fourier transforms of photographs of OH* chemiluminescence.
Various experimental points are evaluated, with injection timings in the homogeneous regime
as well as in the stratified PPC regime. Two-dimensional Fourier transforms translate these
chemiluminescence images into a range of spatial frequencies. The frequency information is
used to define combustion stratification, using a normalization procedure.

Determining the optimal stratification level of fuel, being the main controlling parameter of PPC,
has been a challenging issue. The main objective of chapter 6 is to measure/estimate the
in-cylinder fuel and temperature distributions quantitatively based on fuel tracer Laser-Induced
Fluorescence (LIF), and to investigate the effects of fuel stratification on PPC. Different fuel
stratification levels from homogeneous to highly stratified are studied by sweeping the start
of injection. Quantification of fuel tracer (toluene) LIF images is based on the temperature
dependency of the toluene fluorescence signal, combined with a comprehensive thermody-
namic model, resulting in both temperature and fuel distributions. Quantified results of the fuel
distribution are linked to crank-angle resolved OH* bandpass images (presented in chapter 5)
and spectroscopy measurements (presented in chapter 4). Fourier-based stratification analysis
proposed in chapter 5 is also implemented as an index for fuel stratification.

Flow characteristics during injection and mixing time is one of the major parameters which
affect the level of fuel and combustion stratification of PPC. The scope of chapter 7 is to
investigate the fluid flow characteristics of PPC at different injection timings. To this end, high-
speed Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) is implemented to measure fluid flow characteristics,
including the flow fields, mean velocity and cycle-resolved turbulence, inside the piston bowl as
well as in the squish region. Two injectors, having 5 and 7 holes, are compared to see their
effects on fluid flow and heat release behavior for different injection timings. Reactive and non-
reactive measurements are performed to distinguish injection-driven and combustion-driven
turbulence. The effects of turbulence level on the air/fuel interaction, level of fuel stratification
and combustion duration are discussed.

The study is concluded in chapter 8, by means of a general discussion on the obtained results,
and suggestions for future work.
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Experimental Set-up

This image is showing the Volvo D5 optical engine setup used by the author at TU/e.
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2.1 Introduction

2.1 Introduction

The overall engine setup and operating conditions, used throughout this study, are explained in
this chapter. The optical engine setup, used by the author at TU/e, is provided by Shell Global
Solutions, developed in Lund University, and is one of the three nominally identical setups
which are located at Lund University and Imperial College London as well.

2.2 Light-duty Optical Engine

A five-cylinder Volvo D5 light-duty direct injection (DI) engine is used throughout this study. The
engine is modified for optical access according to the Bowditch design [11]. One of the engine
cylinders is equipped with a cylindrical quartz liner with a height of 25mm. The other cylinders
are deactivated by disconnecting the cylinder head from the engine block and connecting the
latter only to the optical cylinder based on a piston and cylinder extender. The quartz liner
allows for wide optical access through the combustion chamber from the side (full engine bore
diameter). A cross-section schematic of the optical engine is given in Fig. 2.1. An extended
optical piston with a slot in the side is used for the optical cylinder while other pistons are
equipped with counterweights to compensate for the extra mass of the optical piston extension.
The slot in the side of the extended piston provides space for a stationary 45° tilted mirror. A flat
optical piston is used in this study except for the PIV measurements (chapter 7) of which the
setup will be discussed in section 2.7. On one hand, this flat piston geometry decreases the
amount of premixing with respect to the geometry of a piston bowl. Furthermore, fuel is more
likely to end up in the crevice volume [12]. On the other hand, the advantage of a flat piston over
a re-entrant bowl is that the imaging is hardly affected by optical distortion. Distortion correction
for the re-entrant piston bowl geometry is challenging for chemiluminescence imaging, since
spatial position inside the cylinder along the line-of-sight of the camera is undefined.

Figure 2.1: Schematic of the Volvo D5 opti-
cal engine. The engine has a side optical ac-
cess through a cylindrical quartz liner with a
height of 25mm, and a bottom optical access
through an optical piston and a stationary 45°
tilted mirror.

Engine specifications and operating conditions are presented in Table 2.1. Note that 0CAD
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2.3 Fuel System

(crank angle degree) marks firing TDC throughout this study. The compression ratio of the
engine is decreased to 12.6 to protect the optical parts against high pressure. Moreover, a high
compression ratio is not essential to study fundamentals of PPC.

Table 2.1: Volvo D5 optical engine specifications.

Displacement volume 480 cm3

Bore 81mm

Stroke 93.2mm

Connecting rod length 147mm

Compression ratio 12.6

Squish height 7.077mm

Number of valves 4

Inlet valve close −140CAD
Swirl ratio 1.8

Intake pressure 1.2 bar

Cylinder wall temperature 363 ± 2K

Coolant temperature 348 ± 2K

2.3 Fuel System

The complex chemical composition of commercial fuels leads to the use of surrogate fuels,
or model fuels, which are simplified fuels used for experimental and modeling work. Such
surrogate fuels are designed to have similar relevant properties to full distillate fuels [13].
However, they contain only a certain set of chemical constituents, so that modeling can be done
more accurately. PRF70, a blend of the two primary reference fuels (n-heptane/iso-octane), is
used as fuel in this study, considering its low-reactive characteristics [14] which extends the
ignition delay of PPC combustion at elevated loads. On volume basis, PRF70 contains 70%

iso-octane and 30% n-heptane. Since the fuel is a pure reference fuel, its Research and Motor
octane numbers (RON and MON) are identical by definition. The engine can operate using two
distinct injection systems: high pressure Direct Injection (DI) which is mainly used in this study,
and port fuel injection, which is used when a homogeneous fuel/air mixture is needed.

Using DI, the fuel is led through a filter to a low-pressure pump and from there to the high-
pressure pump via a heat exchanger. The pressure in the common rail is delivered by the
high-pressure pump. The fuel is then directly injected into the cylinder by a 7-hole injector.
The injection timing, injection duration and fuel pressure in the common rail can be controlled.
Specifications of the fuel system and the injector are presented in Table 2.2.

Using port fuel injection, the fuel is pumped by the same low pressure pump as in DI mode.
The actual pressure can be controlled by a parallel connected pressure regulator. In contrary
to DI mode, the fuel is then led to the port fuel injector. This injector has been installed in the
inlet manifold exactly on top of the intake valve. The fuel is injected onto the hot surface of the

9
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2.4 Engine Intake

Table 2.2: Specification of the direct injection system.

Fuel PRF70
Fuel injection system Bosch common rail system
Injector type solenoid
Number of injector holes 7, equally spaced
Injector umbrella angle 140°
Injector hole diameter 140µm

intake valve, where it evaporates immediately. Both fuel injectors are calibrated: the amount
of injected fuel is measured at different injection pressures and durations. The calibration
procedure, observations and data can be found in Ref. [15].

2.4 Engine Intake

The engine intake state can be entirely conditioned, i.e. composition, temperature and pressure
are all controlled. The mass flow of the intake air is measured using a mass flow meter before it
is led through a heat exchanger. EGR is simulated by diluting the intake air with nitrogen. Any
percentage of oxygen up to 21 vol.% can be supplied using this system and the ignition delay
variation compared to the real EGR system would be less than 1% for low EGR percentages,
considering the PRF as the fuel [16]. Intake pressure and temperature are also controlled
using a compressor and heater. The swirl ratio is adjusted by a throttle which regulates the
amount of intake through each of the two intake valves. The swirl ratio is defined as the average
angular velocity of the rotating flow normalized by the angular velocity of the crankshaft; it is
kept constant at 1.8 throughout this study.

2.5 Heat Release Rate Analysis

An AVL GU13P pressure transducer coupled to a KISTLER 5011 charge amplifier is used
to measure the cylinder pressure every 0.20CAD (sampling frequency of 36 kHz). The heat
release analysis of the pressure trace is performed using Eq. (2.1), involving a single-zone
thermodynamic model, including the Woschni heat-loss model and a crevice volume model
[17,18]:

dQhr
dθ

=
γ

γ − 1
P
dV

dθ
+

1

γ − 1
V
dP

dθ
+
dQcr
dθ

+
dQht
dθ

(2.1)

in which, dQhr is heat release [J], the CAD is represented as θ, P is the in-cylinder pressure
[N/m2], V is the in-cylinder volume [m3], dQcr is the energy loss due to crevice volume [J], dQht
is the in-cylinder heat transfer [J], and γ is the heat capacity ratio of the mixture considering its
temperature (estimated from ideal gas law). dQcr and dQht are determined based on the work
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2.6 Operating Conditions

of Gatowski [18] and Woschni [17], respectively, in which constant parameters are chosen in
such way that motoring heat release rate would be constant at zero. A 5th order Hann window
function is applied to suppress noise on the pressure trace and heat release rate.

2.6 Operating Conditions

The engine is operated at 1200 rpm by using an electromotor. A so-called “skip-fire” mode (once
every 10 engine cycles) is used to reduce the risk of liner failure due to thermal and mechanical
loads, and the required cleaning frequency of the optical parts. The intake pressure is always
kept constant at 1.2 bar (absolute) and the intake temperature is tuned based on the purpose
of the study. If the intention is to keep the CA50 constant, the intake temperature has been
varied between 323 and 423K. If the aim is to study ignition timing, the intake temperature is
kept constant at 348K.

A single injection strategy is used throughout the study. In order to investigate different
stratification levels for PPC, the start of injection (SOI) is typically swept from −340 to −10CAD.
Different injection pressures are used ranging from 420 to 850 bar, although most of the study is
based on an injection pressure of 600 bar, when the effect of injection pressure was not the goal
of the investigation. The injection duration, depending on the injection pressure, ranges from
0.6 to 1.0ms in such way that always 17 ± 2mg/cycle of PRF70 fuel is injected. The oxygen
percentage has been set in the range of 17.8-20 vol.% to achieve a global equivalence ratio
around 0.45.

The main restriction while performing experiments is the fact that the quartz liner is fragile
compared to a metal housing. Consequently, the in-cylinder pressure is kept below 70 bar and
the temperature of the quartz liner below 368K, while maintaining an indicated mean effective
pressure (IMEP) around 4 bar, which is representative for a low load condition. The coolant
temperature is always kept constant at 348K.

2.7 Experimental Setup for PIV measurements

The high-speed PIV measurements, presented in chapter 7, are performed on a similar Volvo
D5 optical engine at Lund university. The engine specifications, setup and operating conditions
are exactly the same as the one used for the rest of this study, except for a few differences
which are detailed below:

• A quartz piston with a realistic re-entrant bowl geometry, similar to a production-like
piston, is used instead of the flat piston geometry. There are two main reasons for this
choice. Firstly, the aim of the study was to investigate the flow characteristics for PPC
conditions, in which the realistic piston geometry is playing a main role. Secondly, the
study was based on a planar measurement with side illumination by a thin light sheet,
which makes it possible to correct for the optical distortion.

11
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2.8 Conclusion

• By using a re-entrant piston bowl geometry, the engine compression ratio has been
reduced from 12.6 to 12.3.

• The swirl ratio has increased from 1.8 to 2.6.

• Two different Bosch injectors with 5 and 7 injection holes are used. The 7-hole injector is
exactly the one used for the rest of this study (Table 2.2). The 5-hole injector has also
equally spaced holes with the same umbrella angle as the 7-hole injector (140°), but with
a larger orifice diameter of 159µm to deliver almost the same fuel flow rate as the 7-hole
injector.

• EGR is simulated by an external conventional diesel burner running stoichiometrically.
The engine intake air is diluted by the burner exhaust gas instead of pure nitrogen.

• The engine is driven at 800 rpm instead of 1200 rpm, since the vibration level of the engine
at Lund was much higher than that of the one in Eindhoven.

2.8 Conclusion

In this chapter, the engine experimental setup and operating conditions were described. In
each of the following chapters, the implemented laser and optical diagnostics on this engine
setup are explained, including their detailed operating conditions.
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3
Ignition Sensitivity of PPC

This chapter is based on the following publications:

Izadi Najafabadi, M., Dam, N., Somers, B., Johansson, B., (2016) “Ignition Sensitivity
Study of Partially Premixed Combustion by Using Shadowgraphy and OH* Chemilumi-
nescence methods”, SAE Technical Paper 2016-01-0761, 2016, doi:10.4271/2016-01-0761.

Maghbouli, A., Lucchini, T., D’Errico, G., Izadi Najafabadi, M., Somers, B., (2017) “Numerical
Investigation of PPCI Combustion at Low and High Charge Stratification Levels”, SAE
Technical Paper 2017-01-0739, 2017, doi:10.4271/2017-01-0739.

Vallinayagam, R., Vedharaj, S., An, Y., Dawood, A., Izadi Najafabadi, M., Somers, B., Johansson,
B., (2017) “Combustion Stratification for Naphtha from CI Combustion to PPC”, SAE
Technical Paper 2017-01-0745, 2017, doi:10.4271/2017-01-0745.
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3.1 Introduction

Partially premixed combustion (PPC) is defined as a combustion mode of compression-ignition
internal combustion engines that is intermediate between homogeneous charge combustion and
diffusion controlled combustion [5,19,20]. Relatively high levels of stratification (that is, spatial
inhomogeneity in composition and temperature) is one of the main differences of PPC over
HCCI, which improves the controllability of this combustion concept. This controllability depends
on injection timing and the sensitivity of ignition to stratification [21]. The ignition sensitivity
behavior can be investigated from two viewpoints: firstly, by considering the injection process
to be the main parameter affecting the mixture inhomogeneity, and secondly, by analyzing the
combustion stratification caused by any particular injection strategy. These two aspects are
both investigated in this study by applying shadowgraphy and OH* chemiluminescence imaging
in a light-duty optical engine. Analyzing the injection process and combustion stratification are
the main objectives of the study.

The shadowgraphy/Schlieren technique is based on a relatively simple concept, and a low cost
method for visualizing evaporative sprays [22–24]. Spray penetration and injection targeting
(whether and when the sprays hit the liner or piston) can both be seen by visualizing the
injection process in side view. However, difficulties with its implementation in an optical engine,
especially distortion caused by the optical liner, have limited the number of engine studies
using this method [24–28]. The perturbing effect of the optical liner can be compensated
by dedicated external optics. There is a limited number of studies which implemented this
technique in an optical engine. Ozasa and colleagues (Toyota Research) used the Schlieren
technique in an optical engine by shaping the outer surface of the acrylic liner to compensate
for the divergence induced by the liner surfaces [26–28]. They could include 67% of the bore
in their field of view (FOV) with a recording rate of 4800 fps, and investigated evaporating
gasoline during direct injection. Weinrotter and colleagues implemented the same technique to
study spark-plug-assisted HCCI combustion, using a quartz liner and one corrective lens [25].
However, their FOV included only 16% of the engine bore (128mm). Finally, Kaiser et al. tried
to extend both of the above [24]. They used two corrective lenses before and after the quartz
liner to obtain a wide FOV while using a high recording rate of 18 200 fps.

The shadowgraphy part of this research introduces further improvements, not only in experi-
mental design by obtaining a wide FOV while using only one corrective lens and a recording
rate of 25 316 fps, but also in comprehensive post-processing of data by extracting quantified
spray penetrations as a function of injection timing and pressure.

OH* chemiluminescence is spontaneous radiation from the OH radical in one of its electronically
excited states (OH*). OH* is formed by specific chemical reactions in the heat release zone;
the combustion temperature itself is not sufficiently high to produce appreciable amounts of
thermal OH*. Consequently, OH* chemiluminescence imaging provides line-of-sight information
across the imaged volume, and is widely used in literature, as a marker of the heat release
location [29–32], to investigate the behavior of combustion. However, mathematical analysis
of combustion cloud features based on chemiluminescence images are limited. Zegers et
al. investigated the position and size of combustion clouds of PPC combustion by analyzing OH*
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3.2 Experimental Methods

chemiluminescence images in a heavy-duty optical engine [31]. A clear correlation between
ignition delay and flame location was observed by them. Tanov et al. analyzed the combustion
stratification using various injection strategies in a light-duty optical engine (the same engine as
used in this study) [30]. Their results show that the combustion following triple injection is more
homogeneous compared to that after single and double injection. However, high distortion of
the piston bowl limited their study to only angular stratification analysis of PPC combustion
inside a narrow ring of the combustion chamber. The chemiluminescence part of this study
improves and expands on that study [30] by considering the largest part of combustion chamber
and analyzing both angular and radial stratification as well.

In the end, the CFD results for the same operating conditions as the experimental points
are presented for completeness, to better understand the ignition sensitivity of PPC. CFD
simulations were performed by Amin Maghbouli from Politecnico di Milano [33].

3.2 Experimental Methods

3.2.1 Shadowgraphy

The aim is to measure the spray penetration and visualize the injection targeting for different
injection timings and pressures. To this end, the combustion chamber is illuminated with a
collimated beam of light to image the fuel injection in side view (Fig. 3.1) under non-reacting
conditions (pure nitrogen).

Figure 3.1: Schematic of shadowgraphy
setup. LED light passes through a pin-
hole which is located at the focal length
of a convex lens (1). The convex lens pro-
duces a collimated beam which passes
through the combustion chamber and
later through a corrective lens to com-
pensate for the optical distortion of the
cylindrical quartz liner. Another convex
lens (2) is used in combination with an ob-
jective lens to widen the FOV (the image
is flipped). In the end, the shadowgra-
phy image is recorded by the high-speed
camera.

The collimated beam is produced by an LED light source, a wide convex lens (82mm diameter)
and a pin hole between them, located at the focal length of the lens (80mm). Shadowgraphy
imaging is based on the fact that rays of light are diverted when they traverse a medium
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3.2 Experimental Methods

with refractive index gradients [23]. When the injected fuel, with a different refractive index
compared to the ambient compressed air, is illuminated by a collimated beam through the
combustion chamber, some rays will be deflected, while others will not. Individual light rays
in the combustion chamber can be absorbed or scattered by the liquid fuel, refracted by the
Schlieren effect of the fuel vapor, or just pass through the chamber, effectively without being
affected by the injection [22]. As a consequence, the liquid phase of sprays will be seen by the
camera as mere darkness, while the vapor phase will show up gray.

In the optical engine, the quartz cylinder behaves as a negative cylindrical lens, causing the
collimated beam to diverge. This phenomenon is simulated for the actual quartz liner and
shown in Fig. 3.2. The same behavior is also reported by Kaiser et al. [24]. They proposed
using two corrective lenses before and after the quartz liner to increase the FOV without
distortion. However, only one wide cylindrical lens is used in this study, to compensate only for
the beam divergence immediately after the liner, as shown in Fig. 3.1. By using this corrective
lens, there are still some minor distortions, which have been corrected by imaging a grid and
post-processing of data.

Figure 3.2: Optical distortion by the cylin-
drical quartz liner. Collimated light rays
enter at the left and diverge when leaving
the quartz liner at the right, because of
different refractive index of quartz com-
pared to air.

High-speed imaging is done using an 8 bit CMOS camera, specifications and settings of which
are shown in Table 3.1. A recording speed of 25 316 fps allows to record almost 3.5 frames/CAD

and to follow the spray penetration process by approximately 25 images (considering an engine
speed of 1200 rpm and injection duration of 7CAD).

Table 3.1: Camera specifications for shadowgraphy.

Camera Phantom 5.1
Imaging sensor 8 bit CMOS
Resolution 387 × 96 pixel2

Frame rate 25 316 fps

Exposure time 3µs
Objective lens AF-Nikkor 50mm 1:1.4D
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3.2 Experimental Methods

3.2.2 OH* Chemiluminescence

Crank-angle-resolved OH* chemiluminescence is recorded using a high-speed intensified
camera for the same conditions and measurement points as for shadowgraphy experiments
(but not simultaneously). A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in Fig. 3.3. The flat
optical piston used in this study gives 60mm optical access of the 81mm engine bore without
any distortion.

Figure 3.3: Schematic of OH* chemilu-
minescence setup. Combustion luminos-
ity passes through the flat optical piston,
is reflected by the stationary 45° tilted mir-
ror, filtered by OH* bandpass filters and
in the end, recorded by the high-speed
intensified camera.

Specifications of camera, intensifier, objective lens and filters are presented in Table 3.2. A
combination of a 315 nm bandpass filter with 20.4 nm FWHM (Full width at half maximum) and a
300 nm bandpass filter with 87.5 nm FWHM is used to reject light with wavelength below 300 nm

or above 330 nm, so as to record only OH* chemiluminescence wavelengths (peak emission
around 310 nm). Soot luminosity, however, cannot completely be suppressed, and is in fact
expected to dominate the recorded luminosity later during the combustion.

Table 3.2: Specifications of camera and optics for OH* chemiluminescence.

Camera Lambert HiCAM 5000 (built-in intensifier)
Imaging sensor 8 bit CMOS
Intensifier P46 with 0.2-0.4µs phosphor decay time
Intensifier gain 72%

Resolution 352 × 352 pixel2

Frame rate 7200 fps

Exposure time 25µs
Objective lens UV Nikkor 105mm f/4.5
1st Filter 315 nm bandpass filter with 20.4 nm FWHM
2nd Filter 300 nm bandpass filter with 87.5 nm FWHM
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3.3 Post-Processing

3.2.3 Operating Conditions

To investigate the effect of SOI (injection into different thermodynamic situations) on combustion
phasing and ignition sensitivity behavior of PPC combustion, SOI is swept from −100 to
−12.5CAD (ATDC) for three different single-injection strategies. These strategies are detailed
in Table 3.3 and for all of them the amount of fuel injection is constant at 16mg/cycle. The
engine is run around a gross IMEP of 4.3 ± 0.9 bar to prevent the high pressure rise rate of
PPC and HCCI combustion which can damage the optical engine. SOI is swept from −100
to −60CAD with a step size of 10CAD, from −60 to −35CAD with a step size of 5CAD and
from −35 to −12.5CAD with a step size of 2.5CAD, in total 19 measurement points for each
injection pressure.

Table 3.3: Single injection strategies. Total injected fuel is 16mg/cycle in all cases.

Case Injection pressure Injection duration
I 640 bar 5CAD

II 500 bar 6CAD

III 420 bar 7CAD

25 fired cycles are acquired for each experimental point and results are based on an ensemble
average. The intake temperature is kept constant at 348K, and to isolate the effect of SOI
on combustion phasing, the intake pressure and intake oxygen percentage are also kept
constant at 1.2 bar and 17.6Vol.%, respectively. As a consequence, CA50 and IMEP change
with SOI. However, it has still been possible to achieve CA50 between 3 and 15CAD for SOI
between −100 and −12.5CAD. Injection later than −12.5CAD leads to misfire and really late
combustion. Another parameter is also considered to investigate the combustion phasing,
named CA50abs. The CA50abs is defined as the crank angle at which 50% of the total injected
fuel is burned while CA50 is the crank angle at which 50% of the accumulated heat release is
achieved.

3.3 Post-Processing

3.3.1 Shadowgraphy Image Processing

The target of shadowgraphy image processing is to derive the spray penetration as a function
of crank angle degree for different injection timings and pressures. As shown in Fig. 3.2, even
the unperturbed light intensity distribution coming out of the quartz liner is not homogeneous
and decreases with distance from the center line. Since the shadowgraphy image processing
is based on intensity gradients, the background intensity variation is corrected by:
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3.3 Post-Processing

Icorrectedi,j = c
Ii,j

Isamplei,j
(3.1)

where Icorrectedi,j is the corrected intensity of the data image (i and j represent pixel position),
c is a constant which is considered as 100 here to prevent going beyond 256 intensity limit of
8 bit/pixel, Isamplei,j is background intensity of the same pixel derived from a sample image
without injection and finally, Ii,j is the intensity of the raw data image.

An illuminated rectangular grid, positioned at the center of the combustion chamber, has been
used to correct for the minor residual geometrical distortions. A Cartesian coordinate system is
considered with an origin at the injector point and all pixels are mapped onto this coordinate
system by interpolation using the inserted grid. This map is used for interpreting of final results
(spray penetration from injector point).

To trace the spray penetration, 7 lines are defined in a three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate
system, each one of which determines the injection path out of one of the injector holes as
seen by the camera, based on the 140° injector umbrella angle. Then, these lines are projected
onto the focal plane of the camera. Monitoring the intensity values and gradients along these 7
lines, allows to track spray penetration for each spray frame by frame; an example is shown in
Fig. 3.4. The presented side-view images of shadowgraphy do not show the intensity gradient
between two overlapped sprays (like sprays 2 and 3) because of large contrast in the images.
However, there is a detectable distinction between them which is used for the post-processing
of the axial penetration. To avoid the probable post-processing errors of side-view overlapped
sprays, results are presented by averaging all sprays.

Figure 3.4: 7 sprays and their mapped
line paths in the focal plane. The top view
is only a schematic of 7 sprays, while
the side view is a shadowgraphy post-
processed image at −96CAD for SOI at
−100CAD. White lines show the pene-
tration for each spray.

Pixels along the injection lines with an intensity value less than 10% of the highest possible
values are considered as liquid phase. This is based on the range of intensity when liquid
phase of fuel hits the liner and makes a stain for the early injection timings (for example
−100CAD). These stains disappear after some crank angles because of evaporation. For early
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3.3 Post-Processing

injection timings, sprays 2, 3, 6 and 7 (according to Fig. 3.4) leave the field of view, and are not
considered in the final results. Eventually, spray penetration in the z direction is presented by
averaging the vertical penetration of all 7 sprays (or less, for early injections).

3.3.2 OH* Chemiluminescence Image Processing

The objective is to find the level of combustion stratification for different injection timings by
analyzing OH* chemiluminescence images. As mentioned in the Introduction section, this part
of study expands on the earlier research by Tanov et al. [30]. In that research, the angular
stratification could only be determined in a narrow ring of the image, while in this study the full
image is considered for both angular and radial stratification. To this end, chemiluminescence
images are analyzed in a cylindrical coordinate system.

To determine the angular stratification, the intensity is radially averaged and plotted as a function
of polar angle (θ). Figure 3.5 shows a typical behavior of PPC combustion by applying this
method to each frame (CAD) of an OH* chemiluminescence movie. Based on that, the range
of theta can be divided into 7 equal segments, representative of 7 combustion clouds.

Figure 3.5: Typical behavior of intensity
as a function of polar angle for PPC com-
bustion. Left: intensity image for a given
CAD, right: radially averaged intensity as
a function of θ for a sequence of CADs.

Regarding Fig. 3.5, the angular stratification of each image can be defined as:

Strθ =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(Imax − Imin)i
(Imax + Imin)i

(3.2)

where Strθ is angular stratification, n is number of injector holes, and Imax (Imin) is the
maximum (minimum) radially averaged intensity in the polar angle range of the ith combustion
cloud.

Based on this definition, the swirl motion of combustion clouds does not affect the final
stratification results, since each polar segment includes a complete, be it composite combustion
cloud. The difference of maximum and minimum angular intensities is normalized by the sum
of them in this definition instead of normalizing by the mean intensity of whole image, as was
used in the literature [30]. This way of normalization, used in Eq. (3.2), limits the stratification
level between 0 and 1 and allows to compare different cases.
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3.4 Results and Discussions

To analyze radial stratification, the intensity is averaged over θ for each radius (r) and is
plotted as a function of r for different crank angle degrees (Fig. 3.6). Regarding Fig. 3.6, radial
stratification of each image can be defined as:

Strr =
(Imax − Imin)[0:R]

(Imax + Imin)[0:R]

(3.3)

where Strr is radial stratification, R is the radius of the FOV (30mm in this study), Imax is
maximum radial intensity and Imin is the minimum radial intensity over all possible radii. Note
that Imax (Imin) is the maximum (minimum) circularly averaged intensity in Eq. (3.3) while it is
the maximum (minimum) radially averaged intensity in Eq. (3.2).

Figure 3.6: Typical behavior of intensity
as a function of radius for PPC combus-
tion. Left: intensity image for a given
CAD, right: circularly averaged intensity
as a function of θ for a sequence of
CADs.

3.4 Results and Discussions

3.4.1 Ignition Sensitivity to Injection Timing

SOI is swept from −100 to −12.5CAD to see its effect on CA50 and accumulated heat release
for different injection pressures (see Table 3.3). Results of CA50 and accumulated heat release
are shown in Fig. 3.7. For the sake of clarity, representative standard deviation error-bars are
only presented for one set of results (also for other figures in this section). Accumulated heat
release (net) is used to compare the combustion efficiency, since the same amount of fuel is
injected for all experimental points. Unexpectedly, there are two regions of SOI over which
the CA50 is advanced with increasing SOI. Firstly, it happens around −50CAD, where the
accumulated heat release is decreasing. Secondly, CA50 drops around −30CAD while the
accumulated heat release is strongly increasing (moving toward high-efficiency PPC region).

Injection timing between −100 and −60CAD creates an almost homogeneous mixture, causing
an HCCI-like combustion behavior. Experiments in this region confirm that combustion phasing
behavior is independent of injection timing, while it is highly sensitive to intake temperature
fluctuations as well as engine’s thermal status. As a consequence, CA50 behavior in this
region is governed by small differences in engine’s thermal status. This fact is also shown in
Fig. 3.8 where ignition sensitivity is calculated for each injection timing. To assess the ignition
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3.4 Results and Discussions

Figure 3.7: CA50 and accumulated heat
release (Q-end) as a function of SOI for
different injection pressures. Standard
deviation error-bars are shown only for
case I for the sake of clarity. CA50 is rep-
resentative of combustion phasing, while
accumulated heat release is representa-
tive of combustion efficiency, since the
same amount of fuel is injected for all
operating conditions.

sensitivity, SOI has been advanced and retarded for 2CAD for each measurement point (2×19
extra measurement points) and the CA50 variation has been measured for this small SOI
differential. To this end, ignition sensitivity is defined as:

Sign =
d(CA50)

d(SOI)
(3.4)

where Sign is ignition sensitivity, d(CA50) is CA50 differential and d(SOI) is SOI differential.

The ignition sensitivity to injection timing is close to zero for the SOI up to −60CAD. There is a
significant positive correlation between injection timing and combustion phasing for SOI in the
range between −25 and −12.5CAD. These results are in line with the ignition sensitivity study
by Yin and co-workers [21]. Combustion phasing in this CAD range is highly repeatable. At
intermediate SOI from −60 to −25CAD, the CA50 and ignition sensitivity act unexpectedly, par-
ticularly around −50 and −30CAD where the combustion is advanced by retarding the injection
timing. Considering a hypothesis of “later injection, later combustion” for late injection timing,
two unexpected regions are highlighted (yellow) in Fig. 3.8. These two regions correspond to
those in Fig. 3.7; they are discussed below.

3.4.2 Spray Penetration and Targeting

The purpose of shadowgraphy experiments was to study injection targeting and spray pen-
etration. Injection targeting can in principle be investigated just by visualization, while spray
penetration needs quantification of measurements.

Figure 3.9 shows representative side views of injection targeting at four injection timings: −100,
−50, −30 and −20CAD at injection pressure of 420 bar (case III), illustrating four possibilities
of injection targeting. Early injection timing (−100CAD) causes liquid fuel to hit the liner, which
is obvious in this figure. By the end of injection, this liquid stain on the liner evaporates after
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3.4 Results and Discussions

Figure 3.8: Ignition sensitivity to injection
timing for different injection pressures.
Regions of unexpected behaviors (low
and negative ignition sensitivity values)
are highlighted (yellow).

some crank angle degrees. By retarding the injection, these stains get smaller and smaller,
because higher pressures and temperatures restrict spray penetration.

Figure 3.9: Injection targeting based on side view shadowgraphy images. See Fig. 3.4 for spray layout.
Note that for SOI at −100CAD, sprays 1 and 4 terminate in blobs, indicating that they have hit the liner.
For the other sprays, this happens outside of the field of view.

For injection timing from −50CAD onwards, the liquid phase does not hit the liner any more.
However, now the piston is getting closer and closer to the injector and finally is hit by the liquid
phase at SOI of −30CAD. It should be noted that it is the piston which hits the spray rather
than vice versa, since the liquid penetration is already steady. At later injections, this situation
changes. Then the liquid phase hits the piston as it develops towards its stable liquid length.
This phenomenon is evident at SOI of −20CAD when the sprays spread over the piston crown
(Fig. 3.9).

Quantified spray penetration, based on shadowgraphy measurements, requires a reference for
spatial calibration. To this end, the piston position is auto-tracked through the high intensity
gradient at the top edge of piston. Then the tracked piston position is corrected for image
deformation during the shadowgraphy movie, to extract the piston crown distance from the
injector as a function of crank angle degree. Finally, this measurement is compared to the
piston motion equations [34]. Figure 3.10 shows a good level of agreement between quantified
shadowgraphy measurements and numerical calculations.
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3.4 Results and Discussions

Figure 3.10: Validation of position track-
ing by using shadowgraphy method. Ver-
tical distance between the piston crown
and the injector is calculated based on
engine geometry, and compared to shad-
owgraphy results.

Based on the image processing method described earlier, spray penetration as a function of
crank angle degree is derived for different injection timings and injection pressures. Figure
3.11 shows vertical spray penetrations for case III. Piston motion is also shown, to illustrate its
collision with the sprays. Considering the injector umbrella angle of 140°, the vertical position
where the sprays would hit the liner is shown in Fig. 3.11 as “Liner limit”. When spray penetration
reaches this line, it means it hits the liner and then flows downwards over the liner.

Figure 3.11: Spray penetration (liquid)
as a function of crank angle for different
injection timings at injection pressure of
420 bar (case III). Dashed lines are rep-
resentative of vapor penetration based
on visual inspection. The highest proba-
ble region (time-location) for fuel to be
trapped in the crevice volume is high-
lighted (yellow).

Four injection targeting regions described earlier can also be seen in the quantified measure-
ments. Injection timing from −100 to −60CAD results in sprays hitting the liner. At SOI of
−30CAD, the piston hits the sprays when their maximum penetrations are stabilized. By retard-
ing the injection timing still further, it is actually the piston which limits the spray penetration.

Probable trapping of fuel in the crevice volumes can also be seen in Fig. 3.11, based on vapor
penetration data which are extracted from visual inspection of shadowgraphy images. If fuel
reaches the liner exactly when the piston is there, it experiences the highest probability to be
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3.4 Results and Discussions

trapped in the crevice volume. Considering an injection duration of 7CAD, this critical region is
highlighted by yellow color in Fig. 3.11. Vapor penetrations for SOI of −50 and −45CAD are
also shown by dashed lines. As shown in the figure, SOI of −50CAD produces sprays with the
highest contribution in the critical region, followed by SOI of −45CAD. A large amount of fuel
can be trapped in the significant crevice volume, caused by the relatively large piston clearance
of the optical engine (1mm clearance), leading to a low combustion efficiency (around 68%)
in this injection timing region (around −50CAD). This is exactly why the accumulated heat
release decreases in this region, which was shown in Fig. 3.7.

Interestingly, ignition sensitivity is also negative in this region (SOI around −50CAD) as
demonstrated in Fig. 3.8. Ignition sensitivity is a function of CA50 which is dependent on
accumulated heat release. Hence, decreasing the accumulated heat release is actually causing
the CA50 to decrease as well in this region. This is well shown in Fig. 3.12 where CA50abs

which is independent of accumulated heat release is compared to CA50. Behaviors of CA50
and CA50abs are always the same except for a region between −60 to −40CAD where CA50abs

does not change which means its sensitivity to injection timing is zero.

Figure 3.12: Comparison of CA50 and
CA50abs for case III. CA50abs is defined
as the crank angle at which 50% of the
total injected fuel is burned (280 J for this
case). Accumulated heat release is also
shown for better comparison.

In general, the first region of negative ignition sensitivity values (yellow region in Fig. 3.8 ) is
caused by relatively large amounts of trapped fuel in the crevice volume. However, considering
an absolute value of heat release instead of CA50 as a representative of combustion phasing
causes these negative values of ignition sensitivity to disappear. Indeed, ignition sensitivity
is dependent on definition of combustion phasing for this range of injection timing, where a
significant amount of fuel is trapped in the crevices. Note that this effect would be less of a
concern in a metal engine, where the crevice volume is much smaller than in an optical engine.

To see the effect of injection pressure on spray penetration, vertical spray penetration as a
function of injection timing for two different injection pressures (420 and 640 bar) is shown in
Fig. 3.13. The effect of injection pressure on liquid penetration is negligible as expected [35,36].
However, the injection pressure does affect the spray velocity, which is demonstrated in Fig. 3.13
for the SOI of −50CAD (maximum spray penetrations are highlighted by the green circle, while
time-resolved spray penetrations are shown by dashed lines for different injection pressures).
Higher injection pressure of case I causes the sprays to reach their maximal penetration faster
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3.4 Results and Discussions

than case III. This higher penetration speed provides more time and higher kinetic energy for
better mixing, and should result in more homogeneous combustion. This effect is investigated
in the next section, where stratification levels of combustion are analyzed for different situations.

Figure 3.13: Comparison of maximum
spray penetration for different injection
timings and pressures: cases I and III.
Time-resolved spray penetration for SOI
at−50CAD are also shown by dash lines
for cases I and III. Their maximum spray
penetrations are indicated using a green
circle.

3.4.3 Combustion Stratification

Angular and radial stratifications are calculated for each crank angle degree, based on the
chemiluminescence image processing method described earlier. Figure 3.14 shows the
stratification level (average of angular and radial) as a function of crank angle degree for four
different injection timings: −100, −45, −25 and −15CAD. Some OH* chemiluminescence
images of the same cases are included to provide a better understanding of the phenomena.
As a drawback of the proposed stratification method, a baseline value of 0.1 is observed when
there is no combustion occurring. This is due to camera noise, which because of the employed
normalization procedure result in a non-zero stratification level of 0.1.

For early injection at−100CAD, the combustion is fast and almost homogeneous in comparison
with later injection timings. By retarding the injection timing to −45 and −25CAD, there is less
and less time for mixing of fuel and air, resulting in a more and more stratified combustion. This
behavior is obvious in both OH* chemiluminescence images and quantified stratification results.
Situations are a little different for injection timing of −15CAD, where ignition delay increases
due to the temperature drop after TDC. This higher ignition delay provides more time for mixing
and is responsible for the break in the trend of increasing stratification.

To derive a single parameter to characterize the level of stratification for a specific injection
timing, the 90th percentile of the crank-angle-resolved stratification level is used. By applying
this method, the representative stratification level of a movie would depend on the maximum
stratification values. By considering maximum values instead of averaging, results are inde-
pendent of the combustion duration and it is also possible to avoid the probable effect of soot
luminosity later during the combustion (when the mixture is cooling down). Figure 3.15 shows
the angular, radial and mean levels of stratification as a function of injection timing based on
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3.4 Results and Discussions

Figure 3.14: Spontaneous luminescence im-
ages and stratification level as a function of
crank angle degree for four different injection
timings: −100, −45, −25 and −15CAD at
injection pressure of 420 bar (case III). Note
that SOI at −45CAD is a transient point from
the almost homogeneous combustion of SOI
−100CAD to the stratified combustion of SOI
−25CAD. This is the reason that hole to hole
variation of the injector causes different com-
bustion behaviors.

this method. Interestingly, the behavior of angular and radial stratifications is exactly the same.
However, the radial stratification is slightly higher than the angular stratification for this particular
injection system.

These quantified stratification results allow to interpret combustion phasing behavior of different
injection timings. Combustion stratification is low and almost stable for early injection from
−100 to −50CAD as expected. Remarkably, there is a reverse correlation between combustion
phasing (Fig. 3.7) and stratification level (Fig. 3.15) for injection timing of −45 to −12.5CAD.
There are two jumps in the stratification level, around −45 and −25CAD, while combustion
phasing advances at exactly these injection timings (valleys in Fig. 3.7). The first jump occurs
when the injection timing moves out of the critical fuel trapping range (Fig. 3.11), leading
to higher local equivalence ratios and higher combustion stratifications. The second jump
starts exactly at SOI of −30CAD when the piston hits the liquid core at −20CAD (illustrated
in Fig. 3.11). The temperature of the piston crown is much lower than the temperature of
the compressed air at −20CAD causing the fuel evaporation process to slow down. This is
negatively affecting the mixing process, causing more fuel stratification and as a result, more
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3.4 Results and Discussions

Figure 3.15: Comparison of angular and
radial combustion stratifications for differ-
ent injection timings (case III). Note that
the mean stratification can be represen-
tative of both angular and radial stratifica-
tions.

combustion stratification. Actually, the second yellowish region in Fig. 3.8 (negative ignition
sensitivity values around −30CAD) is caused by the high level of stratification for this injection
range which is dominated by the collision of piston and liquid core of sprays. For the late
injection timings, around −20 and −15CAD, the higher ignition delay provides more time for
mixing due to the lower temperature after TDC, causing the stratification level to decrease.

The same angular stratification analysis is implemented to study the combustion stratification
for naphtha and diesel as well in another optical engine based on high-speed luminosity
images [37]. The maximum combustion stratification and the mean intensity with respect to
SOI for naphtha and diesel are presented in Figs. 3.16a and 3.16b, respectively. By retarding
the injection timing from −30 to −20CAD, the level of combustion stratification increases for
both fuels, similar to what seen in Fig. 3.15 for PRF70, while for the later injection timing
around −20 and −10CAD, the higher ignition delay provides more time for mixing, stopping
the increasing trend of stratification level. More information regarding the effect of fuel on
combustion stratification and emissions based on the same stratification analysis method can
be found in Refs. [37–40].

Similar trends of combustion stratification are seen for different injection pressures, as presented
in Fig. 3.17, showing only minor differences. By averaging the stratification level of different
injection timings from−100 to−12.5CAD for each injection case, stratification level as a function
of injection pressure is obtained. Lower injection pressure causes relatively higher combustion
stratification, while higher injection pressure leads to more homogeneous combustion. The
higher kinetic energy of the injection case I (followed by case II), as well as providing a little
more time for mixing (shorter injection duration), leads to more homogeneous mixture and,
consequently, lower level of combustion stratification. Indeed, injection pressure is inversely
affecting combustion stratification, but its effect is negligible compared to the effect of injection
timing on the combustion stratification.
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(a) (b)

Figure 3.16: Maximum stratification and mean intensity with respect to SOI for naphtha (a) and diesel (b).

Figure 3.17: Effect of injection pressure
on combustion stratification (mean of an-
gular and radial stratifications) for differ-
ent injection timings. The inner graph
shows the average of combustion stratifi-
cation from −100 to −12.5CAD for each
injection case (as a function of injection
pressure).

3.4.4 Comparison with CFD Results

Multi-dimensional CFD simulations for the SOI at −80 and −40CAD (case III), as low and
high air-fuel stratification cases, were performed. A Spray Oriented sector grid was generated
with considering the crevice volume (to match the engine compression ratio) and seven
injector nozzles. Mesh generation was performed based on an automatic grid generation
tool [41]. Numerical simulations were conducted using the OpenFOAM open-source code [42]
in conjunction with Lib-ICE which is a set of libraries and solvers for comprehensive IC engine
simulations [43]. Turbulence was accounted for by Reynolds Averaged Navier Stokes (RANS)
formulation and was modeled using the standard k-ε model. The Multi-Zone Well-Mixed model
was used as combustion model, and Liu’s PRF mechanism [44] with 41 chemical species and
124 chemical reactions was used as reaction mechanism. More details regarding the modeling
method can be found in Ref. [33].
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Numerical and experimental results of apparent heat release rate (AHRR) are compared for the
considered cases in Fig. 3.18a. It can be noted that the time delay between first and second
stage ignition was getting shorter by further retarding the start of injection from −80 to −40CAD
ATDC. In other words, it shows that combustion phases faster to the second and main stage
heat release in higher air-fuel stratification case.
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Figure 3.18: (a): Numerical and experimental AHRR comparison of SOI −80 and −40CAD as represen-
tators of low and high mixture stratification levels, respectively. (b): CH2O mass fractions of SOI −80 and
−40CAD for the whole CFD domain at 5CAD ATDC (Second stage ignition).

Although it was not for PPC combustion, the inclination toward single stage ignition was also
reported by Pei et al. [45] for highly stratified air-fuel charges (ECN Spray A experiments). Pei
et al. concluded that there is almost no effect of double stage ignition and negative temperature
coefficient in the numerical simulations of Spray A. Similar behavior is found in this study where
time delay between first and second stage combustion was shortened by moving to the case
with higher stratification. In PPC combustion, observed differences of combustion phasing
speeds toward second stage heat release can be considered as a key parameter to provide a
better control on timing of the second stage heat release rate. Hence, the important task then
would be generating a desired mixture stratification for different engine operating conditions.

In a stratified mixture, availability of a slightly rich mixture (at ZSt and slightly higher), due to its
highest chemical reactivity, can alter the ignition and combustion phasing. Figure 3.18b shows
CH2O mass fractions of SOI −80 and −40CAD at 5CAD ATDC as indicator for the second
stage ignition of PRF70. It can be seen that due to availability of richer mixtures, higher CH2O
mass fraction resulted for SOI −40CAD. This shortens the transition time from first to second
stage ignition, which takes 17 engine crank angles. This is an important outcome of applying
stratified air-fuel charges bringing an additional and effective controlling parameter which is not
available in HCCI engines. On the other hand, for SOI −80CAD a large number of grid cells,
with mixture fractions at Z ≈ 0.03, have higher CH2O mass fractions than SOI −40CAD. This
is because a larger amount of fuel undergoes the second stage ignition in SOI −80CAD. This
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also causes a higher heat release rate peak in Fig. 3.18a for SOI −80CAD.

3.5 Conclusions

The goal of this study was to investigate the ignition sensitivity of PPC combustion to the
injection timing by using shadowgraphy and OH* chemiluminescence imaging in a light duty
optical engine. Quantified spray penetration measurements are performed for the first time in
an optical engine by using side view shadowgraphy, to study how injection timing is affecting
the mixture formation. Moreover, both radial an angular combustion stratification analysis is
done for the first time based on OH* chemiluminescence imaging. Combination of these results
provided a good level of understanding about the combustion phasing and sensitivity of partially
premixed combustion to the injection timing:

• Ignition sensitivity to injection timing is negative in two SOI regions from −100 to
−12.5CAD: firstly around SOI of −50CAD where accumulated heat release is decreas-
ing and secondly, around SOI of −30CAD where accumulated heat release is rapidly
increasing.

• Shadowgraphy experiments confirm that injection timing, targeting and spray penetration
have significant influence on mixture formation and combustion phasing behavior. Nega-
tive ignition sensitivity values for SOI around −50CAD is caused by the high amount of
trapped fuel in the crevice volume while negative ignition sensitivity values of SOI around
−30CAD is caused by collision of piston and liquid core.

• Behaviors of angular and radial stratifications for different injection timings are exactly
the same. Hence, either of them or their mean value can be taken as representative for
combustion stratification.

• Combustion stratification is low and almost independent of SOI for early injections, while
there is a remarkable reverse correlation between combustion phasing and stratification
level for the late injections (−45 to −12.5CAD). Indeed, the higher local equivalence
ratios of late injections, followed by more stratified combustion, advance the combustion
phasing.

• Combustion stratification can dramatically increase by collision of the liquid core with the
piston, leading to advanced combustion.

• Injection pressure can adversely affect combustion stratification. However, the effect of
injection pressure on the combustion stratification is insignificant compared to the effect
of injection timing.

• CFD results confirm that high air-fuel stratification will cause a faster shift from first stage
to second stage ignition of PRF70 fuel. This was argued to be due to higher reactivity of
the mixture in high air-fuel stratification cases.
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Spectral Signature and Stratification

This chapter is based on the following publication:

Izadi Najafabadi, M., Egelmeers, L., Somers, B., Deen, N., Johansson, B., Dam, N., (2017)
“The influence of charge stratification on the spectral signature of partially premixed
combustion in a light-duty optical engine”, Applied Physics B: Lasers & Optics 123:108,
2017, doi:10.1007/ s00340-017-6688-9.
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4.1 Introduction

4.1 Introduction

PPC allows to reduce both NOx and soot emissions while providing high combustion efficiency.
By and large, the low NOx emissions result from the low combustion temperature, whereas
the low soot emission is a result of increased premixing (with respect to conventional CI
engines) [5, 20, 46–48]. However, many details of the in-cylinder phenomena are still to be
explained and evaluated.

By coupling a high-speed camera to a spectrograph, crank angle- and cycle-resolved spec-
troscopic data, containing detailed information regarding the species formation during the
combustion, can be obtained. Chemiluminescence and thermal radiation are expected to be
the dominant sources of luminescence during combustion [49]. Depending on the combustion
mode, the intensities of these two contributions will vary. Thermal radiation is mainly composed
of black-body radiation coming from soot particles that are heated to flame temperature by
the combustion process [50], while the term chemiluminescence is used for the light emission
of specific molecules, which are formed in an electronically excited state during combustion
and spontaneously decay back to lower energy levels [50,51]. Chemiluminescence occurs in
specific wavelength bands that are characteristic of the emitting molecules. The chemilumi-
nescence yield due to specific molecules varies for different combustion regimes, and this can
provide information about the nature of the chemistry involved [51–53]. Because chemilumines-
cence is the direct product of exothermic chemical reactions, it marks the location of the initial
combustion reactions, both temporally and spatially [52], although reaction pathways leading
to chemiluminescent species are under debate [54]. In practical implementation, a drawback
is that the collected light is integrated along the line of sight of the detector. By any means,
chemiluminescence imaging is a useful tool for time- and space-resolved investigation of the
reactions that occur during combustion [55].

Molecular spectroscopy has also been used to study HCCI combustion in IC engines. Hultqvist
et al. [51] obtained chemiluminescence spectra during the low temperature reactions and
the main heat release period of HCCI combustion. They found that, depending on the fuel,
low temperature reactions may or may not occur and precede the main heat release. During
the main heat release, a continuous, essentially structureless spectrum ranging from 250 nm

to 550 nm was observed. Furthermore, a strong correlation between the light intensity and
the rate of heat release was found. Dec et al. [55] showed that the emission spectrum of
combustion in conventional CI engines includes distinct features due to thermal radiation and
OH* chemiluminescence. Kim et al. [56] used spectroscopy to compare HCCI, SCCI and SI
combustion of PRF50. They analyzed spectra based on putative point-measurements at the
center of their combustion chamber. In the SI combustion spectra, an OH* peak was observed
during the combustion, while CH* and C *2 peaks were only present during the early stage
of combustion. The main heat release spectra of HCCI combustion were dominated by the
CO *2 continuum with superposed formaldehyde bands, but peaks corresponding to OH*, CH*

and C *2 were not observed. They also reported broadband chemiluminescence during the
low-temperature heat release, be it 3-4 orders of magnitude less intense than the luminescence
during the main heat release. Augusta et al. [57] investigated the spectral features of HCCI
combustion of PRF87 under a wide variety of engine operating conditions. They observed
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4.2 High-speed Spectroscopy Setup

several distinct, although weak, spectral peaks attributed to OH*, CHO*, CH*, and CH2O*,
superimposed on a CO *2 continuum. Their results were similar for all operating conditions,
suggesting that the primary reaction pathways of the fuel remained unchanged in spite of
factors that significantly affected HCCI combustion timing and heat release rate.

Many studies have used optical filters to investigate the combustion behavior and detect
different species like OH* and CH* [30,49,53,58]. The obvious advantage of spectral bandpass
filters is that they allow spatial distribution mapping; the obvious disadvantage is that one
can never exclude spectral interference by other emitters than those for which the filter is
intended. OH* bandpass imaging is typically used as a measurement method for the rate
of heat release in combustion. The equivalence ratio (in premixed laminar flames) is often
estimated by means of the intensity ratio between OH* and CH* chemiluminescence. The
CH*/OH* chemiluminescence ratio is found to proportionally increase with equivalence ratio at
atmospheric pressures [59,60].

In this chapter, optical emission studies of partially premixed combustion are reported. A
method has been developed to distinguish between chemiluminescence by various species
(OH*, C *2 and CH*) and thermal radiation, based on spectroscopic measurements of the lion’s
share of the combustion chamber. The effect of charge stratification on the spectral signature
of PPC combustion has been investigated for the first time, and is compared to homogeneous
conditions. Furthermore, a study has been performed on the reliability of bandpass filters when
they are used to investigate the auto-ignited combustion in an IC engine. As the final part of
this research, broadband chemiluminescence and the CH*/OH* intensity ratio are investigated
as a proxy for equivalence ratio of low-temperature combustion in an IC engine.

4.2 High-speed Spectroscopy Setup

Crank-angle resolved spectroscopic measurements are performed by coupling a high-speed
intensified camera (Lambert HiCAM 5000) to a grating spectrograph (Acton SP-300i). Combus-
tion luminescence is recorded through the quartz piston, via the 45° mirror (Fig. 4.1); under the
operating conditions selected here, window fouling was found to be negligible. The field of view
(FOV) of the spectrograph comprises a tangential section through the cylinder, so as to always
focus on multiple combustion clouds (red line in Fig. 4.1). Specifications of the detection setup
are presented in Table 4.1.

A mercury vapor lamp is used for calibration of the spectrograph. The spectrograph imaging
system deforms the detected image. In Fig. 4.2a this pincushion distortion is illustrated for
one of the mercury vapor emission lines. All images are corrected for pincushion distortion
as depicted in Fig. 4.2b. Later the calibration is performed by relating the camera pixels to
corresponding wavelength by means of the mercury spectrum as shown in Fig. 4.2c. This linear
correlation is based on the first six peak positions.
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4.2 High-speed Spectroscopy Setup

Figure 4.1: Schematic of the spec-
troscopy setup. Combustion luminosity
passes through the flat optical piston and
is reflected by the stationary 45° tilted
mirror. Then it passes through the en-
trance slit of the spectrograph and sep-
arates into a frequency spectrum which
is recorded by the high-speed intensified
camera. The spectrograph’s field of view
is shown by red color in top view.

Table 4.1: Specifications of the camera and spectrograph.

Camera Lambert HiCAM 5000 (built-in intensifier)
Imaging sensor 8 bit CMOS
Resolution 512 × 512 pixel2

Frame rate 3600 fps

Exposure time 250µs
Objective lens UV Bernhard Halle Nachfl. 100mm f/2
Spectrograph Princeton Acton SP-300i
Groove frequency 150 l/mm

Blaze 500 nm

Wavelength range 270-540 nm
Linear dispersion 10.5 nm/mm

Figure 4.2: Calibration procedure of
spectroscopy measurements. (a): Pin-
cushion distortion of the mercury vapor
lamp spectrum. (b): correction of the
distorted image. (c): Calibration of spec-
trograph using the mercury vapor lamp
spectrum. Camera pixels are linearly cor-
related to the corresponding wavelength.
(d): Spectrograph grating efficiency and
camera quantum efficiency curves which
are combined to scale the spectra to con-
stant detection efficiency.
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4.2 High-speed Spectroscopy Setup

The quantum efficiency of the intensified camera changes over the wavelength range as
illustrated in Fig. 4.2d (based on the manufacturer data sheet). The grating efficiency of the
spectrograph is also affecting the acquired spectra. The grating used in these experiments has
a groove frequency of 150 l/mm and is blazed at 500 nm. In Fig. 4.2d, the grating efficiency
curve is included as well. These data are combined to scale the spectra to constant detection
efficiency. Since the transmission efficiency and collection angle of the other optics in the setup
is constant over the whole wavelength range, no further correction was required.

4.2.1 Operating Conditions

For investigating different combustion modes, CA50 is held nearly constant by adjusting intake
temperature for five different single-injection timings (different ignition delays) using direct
injection at an injection pressure of 600 bar. The set of parameters for each injection timing are
presented in Table 4.2; for all cases the amount of injected fuel is approximately 17mg/cycle.
For each measurements point, 30 firing cycles are recorded.

Table 4.2: Single injection strategies. Total injected fuel is approximately 17mg/cycle in all cases.

Case Injection
timing

Injection
duration CA50 Intake tem-

perature
Oxygen
percentage

Air
flow

Global Equiv-
alence ratio

[CAD] [CAD] [CAD] [K] [Vol.%] [g s−1] [-]
A −200 5.6 8 323 19.0 6.8 0.40

B −50 5.4 9 348 19.0 6.8 0.39

C −25 5.4 9 348 18.8 6.7 0.40

D −20 5.4 10 343 19.0 6.8 0.39

E −15 5.5 10 413 18.8 6.5 0.41

The pressure and heat release rate curves for different injection timings (cases A-E of Table
4.2) are presented in Fig. 4.3. In case A, homogeneous combustion is achieved by injecting
early, well before TDC. Cases C, D and E all represent partially premixed combustion with
different injection timings and, therefore, different charge stratification levels, whereas case B
can be classified as a transition point from HCCI to PPC. Case E, having the latest injection
timing, causes the highest peak rate of heat release (ROHR) since higher local equivalence
ratios (closer to stoichiometric) are formed for this case (see chapter 6).

To allow for investigation of equivalence ratios, the injection duration is slightly varied for
injection strategies A and C. The corresponding sets of parameters are presented in Table 4.3.
In order to maintain a constant airflow and a similar CA50, the intake pressure and temperature
are slightly tuned. The global equivalence ratios for all experimental points are reported in
Tables 4.2 and 4.3. However, for PPC operating points the local equivalence ratios are likely to
be much different from the global ones. For that reason, the injected fuel mass has been used
for labeling the results of PPC points in the next sections.
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4.3 Spectroscopy Analysis

Figure 4.3: Time-resolved in-cylinder
pressure for different charge stratifica-
tion levels (Table 4.2). The inner graph
shows the heat release rate as a func-
tion of crank angle degree for the same
pressure traces. The time-resolved heat
release rates are also shown in Fig. 6.9.

Table 4.3: Single injection strategies for varying equivalence ratio. Operating conditions correspond to
Table 4.2

Case Intake pres-
sure

Intake tem-
perature

Injected
fuel mass

Global Equiv-
alence ratio

[bar] [K] [mg/cycle] [-]

A

1.18

1.20

1.21

1.22

303

323

348

348

19.70

18.14

16.58

15.02

0.44

0.40

0.36

0.33

C

1.18

1.20

1.21

1.22

318

348

373

398

18.92

16.97

15.02

13.07

0.44

0.40

0.35

0.31

4.3 Spectroscopy Analysis

The spectroscopic measurements provide spectral and temporal information regarding the com-
bustion [50,51,53]. The objective of these measurements is to analyze the chemiluminescence
intensities of five different components, including thermal radiation, broadband chemilumi-
nescence, and relatively narrow-band OH*, CH* and C *2 emission, in the PPC combustion
regime. To achieve this goal, the spectral signature over a wavelength range of 270-540 nm
is recorded simultaneously. Spectra are integrated over the entire FOV, and corrected for
detection efficiency, as explained above. The contribution of thermal (black body) radiation
is estimated based on Planck’s law. The remaining broadband luminescence is attributed to
chemiluminescence of relatively large molecules, like HCO*, H2CO* and CO *2 . The contribu-
tions of OH*, C *2 and CH* are determined based on their relatively narrowband emission in
characteristic spectral ranges, as detailed below. Our desire to record a large spectral range
simultaneously comes at the cost of a relatively low spectral resolution. Therefore, no attempt
has been made to analyze spectral envelopes of the narrowband contributions.
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4.3 Spectroscopy Analysis

Initially, the thermal radiation intensity was separated from the total spectrum. This has been
done by evaluating the wavelength range of 500-540 nm and fitting Planck’s law to the data. This
wavelength range (500-540 nm) is less than desirable but the maximum that could be achieved
given the spectrometer and the fact that the entire OH* band (on the other end of the spectral
range) was to be acquired simultaneously. Here, Planck’s law is described as

I(λ) = A
2hc2

λ5

1

e
hc
λkbT − 1

(4.1)

where c represents the speed of light [ms−1], h and kb represent the Planck constant [m2 kg s−1]
and the Boltzmann constant [m2kg/s2K], respectively, λ is the wavelength [m], T represents
the temperature [K] and A is a scaling factor. The unknown values for A and T are scaled
such that Planck’s law fits the data best, see Fig. 4.4 for an example. It should be noted that
the good fit found in this particular figure is not representative for all cases. In the example of
Fig. 4.5, broadband chemiluminescence dominates the spectrum, and the restricted wavelength
range available for Eq. 4.1 does not allow to distinguish a separate contribution due to thermal
radiation. The threshold criterion of 0.8 is used for the coefficient of determination (R2) for the
correlation between Planck’s law and the experimental data. This threshold R2 value is based
on visual inspection of a large number of spectra. When the criterion is met (R2 > 0.8), thermal
radiation is considered to contribute perceptibly to the total spectrum. It is realized that the
choice of the value of 0.8 is arbitrary, but ascertained that the results do not vary significantly for
cut-off values in the range 0.7-0.9. The net contribution of the thermal radiation is then defined
by integrating Planck’s law over the full observed wavelength range. When the threshold
criterion is not met, any contribution of the thermal radiation is included in the broadband
chemiluminescence, discussed later in this section. In fitting Planck’s law, temperature has
been limited between 1000 and 2500K. However, for R2 > 0.8 the best-fit temperature is always
between 2000 and 2400K and it decreases towards the end of combustion.

Figure 4.4: Planck’s law fitted to the
obtained spectrum in the wavelength
range (shaded area) of 500-540 nm (case
C, injected fuel mass: 16.97mg/cycle,
23CAD ATDC). The coefficient of deter-
mination (R2) for this fitted curve is 0.9.

After subtraction of the thermal component (if present), in the remaining spectra a broadband
signal is observed, stretching from approx. 300-500 nm. Literature relates this broadband
spectrum to chemiluminescence of relatively large molecules like HCO*, CH2O*, and CO *2 [61].
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4.4 Results and Discussion

In order to separate the narrower OH*, CH* and C *2 chemiluminescence from this broadband
chemiluminescence, a smooth spline is fitted, based on the data in the wavelength ranges
outside the well-defined OH*, CH* and C *2 spectral ranges of 285-320 nm, 415-445 nm and
495-516 nm, respectively (indicated by shading in Fig. 4.5). Then, a spline interpolation is
made in the shaded wavelength ranges. Again, this broadband chemiluminescence signal
is subtracted from the total spectrum and integrated over the observed wavelength range to
obtain a measure for this signal.

Figure 4.5: A smooth spline fitted to a
typical observed spectrum (case C, in-
jected fuel mass: 16.97mg/cycle, 5CAD
ATDC). The spline fit is based on the
data in the wavelength ranges outside
the well-defined OH*, CH* and C *2 spec-
tral ranges of 285-320 nm, 415-445 nm
and 495-516 nm, respectively (indicated
by shading). This spline fit is representa-
tive of broadband chemiluminescence of
relatively large molecules.

In Fig. 4.5 it is observed that the spectrum still might include some thermal radiation. However,
in this particular experiment Planck’s law does not correlate well to the data: R2 < 0.8. This
implies that in some measured spectra, especially within the early stage of combustion, the
thermal radiation coincides with the broadband chemiluminescence signal and the measure for
broadband chemiluminescence signal includes some thermal radiation. Evaluating a larger
wavelength range (extended to the red) could overcome this problem, but this was not feasible
with our available equipment.

An example of a remaining spectrum, after subtraction of both thermal and broadband chemilu-
minescence contributions, is displayed in Fig. 4.6. Due to finite spectrograph resolution and
pressure broadening, species peaks are relatively broad. In order to define a measure for OH*,
CH* and C *2 chemiluminescence, the intensity is integrated from 285 to 320 nm, 415 to 445 nm

and 495 to 516 nm, respectively.

4.4 Results and Discussion

Spectroscopy measurements have been performed for different combustion modes. All results
presented in this section are based on mean data over 30 engine cycles in a single experiment.
A high level of cycle-to-cycle repeatability is observed for the experimental points. First the
effect of combustion stratification is investigated, followed by the assessment of the reliability of
the bandpass filters and the relation to heat release rate. Finally, the effect of equivalence ratio
has been investigated.
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4.4 Results and Discussion

Figure 4.6: Remaining spectrum of
Fig. 4.5 after subtraction of thermal ra-
diation and broadband chemilumines-
cence (case C, injected fuel mass:
16.97mg/cycle, 5CAD ATDC). OH*,
CH* and C *2 wavelength ranges are in-
dicated (spectral ranges of 285-320 nm,
415-445 nm and 495-516 nm, respec-
tively).

4.4.1 Effect of Combustion Stratification

Figure 4.7 displays the spectra for HCCI and PPC combustion at CA50. Clear differences can
be noted; the PPC spectrum shows distinct features like OH*, CH* and C *2 chemiluminescence,
whereas the HCCI spectrum only shows broadband chemiluminescence. As expected, HCCI
combustion does not show thermal radiation at all. Also, there is almost no thermal radiation for
the PPC points at CA50. However, thermal radiation is seen for PPC later in the combustion.

Figure 4.7: Spectra of HCCI (case A)
and PPC (cases C and E) combustion
at CA50. See Table 4.2 for operat-
ing conditions. The spectra of stratified
cases (C and E) show distinct features of
OH*, CH* and C *2 chemiluminescence,
whereas the spectrum of the homoge-
neous case (A) only shows broadband
chemiluminescence.

In order to highlight different aspects of the results, different normalization procedures are
used. For Fig. 4.8, the time-integrated (cyclic) intensities attributed to individual sources are
normalized by the total luminosity throughout the combustion cycle:

Īcl(sp) =

∫ sp
dλ

∫ +180

−180
Isp(λ,CA)dCA∫ 540

270
dλ

∫ +180

−180
I(λ,CA)dCA

, so
∑
sp

Īcl(sp) = 1 (4.2)

where sp indicates signal over a wavelength range characteristic for a particular species, λ is
wavelength [nm], CA is crank angle [CAD], I(λ,CA) is the total recorded intensity as a function
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4.4 Results and Discussion

of wavelength and time, Isp(λ,CA) is the contribution of either thermal radiation (Fig. 4.4),
the spline interpolant for broadband chemiluminescence (Fig. 4.5), or the individual species
intensity for OH*, CH* and C *2 chemiluminescence (Fig. 4.6).

In Fig. 4.8, these normalized integrated intensities of different species (Īcl(sp)) are presented as
a function of SOI-timing, to illustrate the effect of charge stratification on combustion behavior.
For OH*, CH* and C *2 chemiluminescence, intensities are multiplied by factors of 25, 50 and 50,
respectively, for sake of clarity. For homogeneous combustion points (early SOI, so long ignition
delay) the predominant source of combustion luminosity is broadband chemiluminescence.
Hardly any thermal radiation is detected and narrow-band chemiluminescence is all but absent
as well. By moving from HCCI to PPC regime, the thermal contribution increases. Most likely,
the latter is due to locally increased equivalence ratios (closer to stoichiometric) that give rise to
enhanced formation of soot [5]. Furthermore, OH*, CH* and C *2 chemiluminescence intensities
all increase upon increasing charge stratification (as a consequence of moving from HCCI
to PPC). This increase can be related to the influence of combustion temperature; locally
higher equivalence ratios result in higher combustion temperature, this elevated temperature
can be the cause of enhanced chemiluminescence. However, the exact chemical processes
behind chemiluminescence are not sufficiently well known to provide definitive answers to the
phenomena, particularly at elevated pressure [54,62].

Figure 4.8: Cyclic normalized intensity
based on Eq. (4.2) versus start of injec-
tion. Standard deviations over 30 mea-
surement cycles are indicated. Intensi-
ties are multiplied for OH*, CH* and C *2
chemiluminescence by factors of 25, 50
and 50, respectively, for the sake of clar-
ity.

Time-resolved results for various species are presented in Fig. 4.9. In this figure, all curves
are individually normalized such that their maximum values equal 1. This allows convenient
comparison of peak timings of different luminosity sources. Figure 4.9a shows the results
for HCCI combustion, while Fig. 4.9b illustrates the results for PPC. It is observed that HCCI
combustion proceeds very fast, all luminosity sources observed culminate simultaneously.
Furthermore, the luminosity behavior corresponds to that of the rate of heat release. Similar to
Fig. 4.8, OH* chemiluminescence and thermal radiation are not detected in this combustion
mode. This spectral signature is similar to what Kim et al. [56] reported for HCCI combustion
of PRF50. However, we did not see any spectral emission during the ignition delay and the
low-temperature heat release, while Kim et al. reported a broadband emission with 3-4 orders
of magnitude less intensity than the one during the main heat release. The absence of the
spectral emission during the ignition delay of HCCI was also indicated by Augusta et al. [57],
which is in agreement with our results.
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4.4 Results and Discussion

(a) (b)

Figure 4.9: Crank angle-resolved behavior of different species for (a): HCCI combustion (case A) and (b):
PPC combustion (case C), averaged over 30 cycles. Intensities of all species are scaled to 1. Note that
OH* chemiluminescence and thermal radiation are not detected for HCCI combustion.

For PPC combustion, however, it is observed that C *2 and CH* chemiluminescence culminate
first during the combustion. Subsequently, broadband and OH* chemiluminescence reach
their peak simultaneously with the rate of heat release, whereas thermal radiation is typically
dominant during the late phase of combustion, similar to conventional diffusion combustion.
The early peak in C *2 and CH* chemiluminescence is likely due to the break-up of big molecules
during the early stage of combustion, seen in highly turbulent premixed flames as well [63].
Around 45CAD, a second, broader maximum is observed for all species, which is presumably
caused by the burning of fuel escaping from crevice volumes as discussed in chapter 3. Still it
correlates with the ROHR peak observed there as well. The high piston clearance in our optical
engine (1mm) is the main cause of a significant amount of trapped fuel, which would not be
expected for a metal engine.

In Fig. A.1 in the Appendix A, the crank-angle-resolved results of different species for different
injection timings are compared. By looking in more detail to Fig. 4.9b around 15CAD, it can be
seen that the C *2 intensity increases a little bit where thermal radiation starts to be detectable.
This behavior can also be seen for PPC points in Figs. A.1 and 4.12, especially for higher
equivalence ratios: where thermal radiation of soot particles is maximum a second peak is seen
for C *2 . This is in agreement with results of Merola et al. [64] for the late stage of conventional
diesel combustion. It can be concluded that there are two different chemical mechanisms for
formation of C *2 in the PPC regime; first during the early stage of combustion by the break-up
of larger molecules and the second during the late stage of combustion when soot particles are
forming.

4.4.2 Adequacy of Bandpass Filters

Since the observation is made that broadband chemiluminescence is dominant for both HCCI
and PPC regimes, the question arises what is exactly investigated in studies that only apply
optical bandpass filters to detect particular species in these combustion regimes [30,58]. This is
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4.4 Results and Discussion

analyzed on the basis of the spectra for different levels of combustion stratification. Virtual OH*,
CH* and C *2 bandpass filters are applied to the recorded spectra to obtain integrated intensities
in the wavelength regions of 285 to 320 nm (OH*), 415 to 445 nm (CH*) and 495 to 516 nm (C *2 ),
see shading in Fig. 4.5. Also, the actual contribution of each species in its bandpass region
is calculated by integrating the spectra after subtraction of all broadband contributions, see
Fig. 4.5 and 4.6 for an example. The ratio of each species contribution to the total intensity
in the corresponding filter region results in the percentage of that species at a given CA. The
results are presented in Fig. 4.10.

Figure 4.10: Adequacy of optical filters to detect
OH* (a), CH* (b) and C *2 (c) chemiluminescence in
the wavelength ranges of 285-320 nm, 415-445 nm
and 495-516 nm, respectively, as a function of crank
angle degree. The ordinate represents the percent-
age of the signal observed through a bandpass filter
that is actually due to the intended species.

It is observed from Fig. 4.10 that the adequacy of an optical filter to detect C *2 and CH* chemilu-
minescence is almost void for all combustion modes, due to the broadband chemiluminescence.
For homogeneous condition cases (large ID), even the percentage of OH* chemiluminescence
is negligible. The increase in CH* and C *2 chemiluminescence percentage around 30–60CAD
ATDC is due to trapped fuel that escapes the crevices and burns as discussed in chapter
3. Concluding, even though the use of optical filters is indispensable for obtaining spatial
information during combustion, the transmitted signal may largely be due to other chemical
compounds than the one intended.
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4.4 Results and Discussion

4.4.3 Chemiluminescence & Rate of Heat Release

In previous publications [30, 51, 58], OH* chemiluminescence intensity measured through
bandpass filters has been used as a proxy for the local rate of heat release. Since Fig. 4.10
illustrates that the percentage of actual OH* signal observed through OH* bandpass filters
is often negligible, one may wonder whether the luminosity recorded through OH* bandpass
filters is still a measure for the heat release or not. To this end, the HCCI experiments with
different equivalence ratios are analyzed (see Table 4.3, case A). Figure 4.11a shows the
scaled accumulated intensity obtained through a virtual OH* bandpass filter from CA10 to
CA90 versus the scaled heat released in these experiments. The heat release period from
CA10 to CA90 is chosen to focus only on the main heat release. Hence, the low temperature
heat release, which is not accompanied by any emission, and the afterburning of trapped fuel,
which is far from homogeneous, are not considered in Fig. 4.11. A linear relation is observed,
with a high coefficient of determination. The residual scatter of data points is probably due
not so much to low signal-to-noise ratios but rather to the relatively large time step between
recorded images (compared to the heat release data) and the limited FOV of the spectrograph,
which is merely a line whereas the heat release is volumetric. Still, these results indicate that
the intensity observed through OH* optical bandpass filters indeed can be used as a measure
for the rate of heat release even though the signal is hardly a measure for OH* at all. This
analysis has been repeated for the total range of broadband chemiluminescence in Fig. 4.11b.
A similar linear relation results, which shows that the broadband chemiluminescence can be
taken as a measure for the heat release rate in this HCCI combustion mode. The same relation
can already be seen in Fig. 4.9a, where the rate of heat release corresponds to the broadband
chemiluminescence signal. This analysis is only done for HCCI combustion, because the
limited FOV of the spectrograph in the stratified combustion mode (PPC) is not sufficiently
representative to be used for comparison with the volumetric heat release.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.11: Relation between virtual OH* bandpass filter intensity (a), broadband chemiluminescence (b)
and the scaled heat released for several equivalence ratios in HCCI mode.
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4.4 Results and Discussion

4.4.4 A Proxy for Equivalence Ratio

The effect of equivalence ratio on the spectral signature of combustion has been investigated
for all operating conditions of Table 4.3. Figure 4.12 (next page) illustrates the wavelength-
integrated signal intensities of different components. It is observed that increasing the injected
fuel mass leads to an overall increase of luminescence, but otherwise nothing much happens.
Regarding HCCI points, it is shown that the thermal radiation and OH* chemiluminescence
are absent for low equivalence ratios and significantly increase for the highest measured
equivalence ratio (ϕ = 0.43). However, the signal intensity of OH* chemiluminescence is still
three orders of magnitude less than the broadband chemiluminescence in this point, supporting
the low adequacy of using OH* optical filters for detecting the OH* signal, discussed in section
4.4.2, for PPC and HCCI operating conditions.

Finally, the average OH*/CH* chemiluminescence ratio is investigated for PPC conditions (case
C). This analysis has been done for various amounts of injected fuel, and results are depicted
as a function of CAD in Fig. 4.13a.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.13: Average OH*/CH* ratio for different amounts of injected fuel of case C, (a) and 330-400 nm
bandpass filter for different equivalence ratios of case A (b).

This figure shows that the average OH*/CH* chemiluminescence ratio increases with increasing
equivalence ratio. An opposite relation is observed in premixed laminar flames [65]. This
difference may be caused by the elevated in-cylinder pressure, turbulence, or flame stretch
phenomena, as suggested by Nori et al. [65], who observed a monotonic decrease of the
OH*/CH* intensity ratio upon increasing the equivalence ratio for atmospheric pressure methane
combustion. For elevated pressures, however, they observed a monotonic increase of the
OH*/CH* intensity ratio upon increasing the equivalence ratio. Furthermore, they concluded
that the OH*/CH* ratio can be used for equivalence ratio sensing, but only at certain conditions.
Since in-cylinder pressure varies dramatically over a stroke in an IC engine, it is impossible
to consider the OH*/CH* ratio as representative of equivalence ratio. But there may be an
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4.4 Results and Discussion

Figure 4.12: Time-resolved species chemiluminescence intensities for varying injected fuel mass. Left: SOI
−25CAD ATDC (case C). Right: SOI −200CAD ATDC (case A). Species chemiluminescence intensities
after 30CAD are caused by the burning of fuel escaping from crevice volumes.
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4.5 Conclusions

alternative. Figure 4.12 shows a strong correlation between equivalence ratio and broadband
chemiluminescence intensity for both HCCI and PPC cases. We suggest using bandpass filters
in the range of 330-400 nm to collect pure broadband chemiluminescence as a proxy of local
equivalence ratio during combustion as shown in Fig. 4.13b. Note that this method demands
precise calibration and further investigations.

4.5 Conclusions

The objective of this study was to evaluate the spectral signature of Partially Premixed Com-
bustion at different stratification levels. Spectroscopic measurements were performed in order
to analyze the sources of combustion luminosity in a light-duty optical engine. A method has
been described to distinguish between different sources of light. Based on this analysis the
following is concluded:

• Broadband chemiluminescence, a collective name for CO *2 , HCO* and CH2O* chemilu-
minescence, dominates the spectrum for HCCI combustion. With increasing stratification,
narrowband OH*, CH* and C *2 chemiluminescence intensities increase.

• Whether the in-cylinder combustion can be analyzed by means of optical filters is ques-
tionable, since a significant broadband chemiluminescence signal is transmitted for both
PPC and HCCI regimes.

• Broadband chemiluminescence can be used as a measure for the heat release rate.
This implies that, as broadband emission and OH* chemiluminescence correlate strongly
with local rate of heat release, an OH* bandpass filter can still be used since its signal
will be proportional to the rate of heat release anyway. However, further fundamental
investigation and validation is required when different combustion parameters are used.

• Results show that there are two different chemical mechanisms for formation of C *2 in
PPC regime; first during the early stage of combustion, most probably due to the break-up
of larger molecules, and the second during the late stage of combustion, when soot
particles are forming.

• In atmospheric premixed laminar flames the OH*/CH* ratio monotonically decreases with
equivalence ratio. However, at elevated pressures an inverse relation is observed [65].
This implies that the OH*/CH* ratio can be used for equivalence ratio sensing, but only
at certain pressures and temperatures. Thus, it is impossible to apply these relations
in an IC engine with varying pressure. However, the broadband chemiluminescence,
particularly in the range of 330-400 nm, may be an alternative, because its intensity does
correlate with equivalence ratio quite well in both HCCI and PPC regimes.
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5.1 Introduction

5.1 Introduction

Partially premixed combustion (PPC) relies on an optimal ignition delay to achieve a partially
premixed charge [5, 19, 20, 46–48]. Control of premixing is necessary to implement PPC
combustion strategies particularly in transient mode and to improve the emission formation
over the full load range [21,47,48]. The amount of premixing can be controlled in various ways,
for instance by tuning the injection timing.

Combustion stratification (as a result of mixture stratification and/or thermal stratification) can
qualitatively be considered as the lack of combustion homogeneity. For the PPC combustion
concept, stratification is one of the main parameters affecting the combustion efficiency, and
it improves the controllability of combustion in comparison with fully homogeneous (HCCI)
combustion [48,66]. For this reason, various studies have tried to define a metric for combustion
stratification and to correlate it to engine performance [58,67,68], as also discussed in chapter
3. However, there is no objectively quantifiable definition for ‘stratification level’ thus far.

OH* chemiluminescence imaging is an optical combustion diagnostic based on recording
photons emitted by naturally excited OH* radicals when they return to the ground state. In
practice, these so-called OH* bandpass images are recorded by an intensified CCD or CMOS
camera through a spectral filter that nominally transmits light only in the wavelength interval
that is characteristic for OH* luminescence, say 305-315 nm. OH* chemiluminescence imaging
offers line-of-sight information across the volume imaged, and its time-dependent intensity is
known as an indicator for the temporal behavior of heat release rate [29–32]. This feature is
commonly used in literature. Zegers et al. investigated the position and size of PPC combustion
clouds by analyzing OH* chemiluminescence images in a heavy-duty optical engine [31]. A
clear correlation between ignition delay and flame location was observed. Tanov et al. analyzed
the combustion stratification of different injection strategies in a light-duty optical engine [30].
The degree of stratification was determined as the ratio between the magnitude of intensity
variations over the mean intensity of OH* bandpass images. Their results showed that the
combustion following triple injection is more homogeneous compared to single or double
injection. However, optical distortion by the piston bowl limited their study to only angular
stratification analysis of PPC combustion in a narrow annular band inside the piston bowl. In the
previous study [58] (see chapter 3), OH* bandpass imaging of PPC combustion was performed
using a flat optical piston without any distortion. Therefore, the combustion stratification
analysis used by Tanov et. al [30] could be improved and expanded to both angular and
radial stratification over a wide field of view. The results presented in chapter 3 confirmed
that the combustion stratification indeed is an important parameter, affecting the combustion
efficiency and phasing. However, the results of the stratification definition used there (see
sections 3.3.2 and 3.4.3) were significantly affected by noise, and it was hard to compare the
stratification level of different PPC points objectively. Recently, the angular stratification method
was applied by Vallinayagam et al. to study the combustion stratification for Naphtha ranging
from CI combustion to PPC [37]. Their results showed a strong correlation between combustion
stratification and NOx/soot emissions as shown in Fig. 5.1.

All in all, the literature study confirms that stratification is playing a key role in controlling emis-
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5.2 OH* Bandpass Imaging

Figure 5.1: NOx emission and Soot con-
centration as a function of combustion
stratification for naphtha fuel (combined
Figs. 15b and 17b of Ref. [37]). Measure-
ments were performed in an optical en-
gine with compression ratio of 9.5, driven
at 1200 rpm with intake temperature of
363K and intake oxygen percentage of
20.7Vol.% in.

sions, ignition timing and heat release rate behavior of PPC. Hence, a robust and unambiguous
quantification of this parameter would help to better understand PPC and can provide a tool to
compare different studies.

This study improves and expands the combustion stratification study presented in chapter 3 by
side view OH* bandpass imaging and analyzing the vertical stratification as well. Furthermore,
an advanced stratification metric based on the spatial frequency domain and signal energy of
OH* chemiluminescence images is proposed in this chapter. The new method can distinguish
stratification levels where the old methods fail.

5.2 OH* Bandpass Imaging

OH* bandpass images are recorded at 1CAD intervals by using a high-speed intensified
camera. The flat optical piston used in this study provides optical access to the central 60mm

out of the 81mm-diameter engine bore. The combustion is detected from below, by aiming the
camera at the 45° mirror and from the side by aiming the camera directly at the quartz liner
(Fig. 5.2). Bottom and side view imaging are not performed simultaneously. However, the same
operating conditions are used for both.

Specifications of the detection setup are presented in Table 5.1. The light is recorded through a
combination of a 315 nm bandpass filter with 20.4 nm FWHM and a 300 nm bandpass filter with
87.5 nm FWHM, to reject light with wavelength below 300 nm or above 330 nm. Transmissibility
and optical density of the optical filters as well as their combination are depicted in Fig. 5.3.
These filters are chosen to record OH* chemiluminescence wavelengths, which has peak
emission around 310 nm, but it must be kept in mind that their transmission beyond the selected
range is still finite.
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5.2 OH* Bandpass Imaging

Figure 5.2: Schematic of the side and
bottom OH* bandpass imaging setups.
For side view imaging, combustion lumi-
nosity passes through the quartz liner,
is filtered by OH* bandpass filters and
recorded by the high-speed intensified
camera. For bottom view imaging, com-
bustion luminosity passes through the flat
optical piston, is reflected by the station-
ary 45° tilted mirror, filtered by OH* band-
pass filters and in the end, recorded by
the high-speed intensified camera. Note
that side and bottom view imaging mea-
surements were not performed simulta-
neously.

Table 5.1: Specifications of camera and optics. Bottom/side views refer to Fig. 5.2.

Camera Lambert HiCAM 5000 (built-in intensifier)
Imaging sensor 8 bit CMOS
Intensifier P46 with 0.2-0.4µs Phosphor decay time
Intensifier gain (bottom) 72%

Intensifier gain (side) 58%

Resolution (bottom) 352 × 352 pixel2

Field of view (bottom) 65 × 65mm2

Resolution (side) 256 × 512 pixel2

Field of view (side) 45 × 90mm2

Frame rate 7200 fps

Exposure time 25µs
Objective lens UV Bernhard Halle Nachfl. 100mm f/2

5.2.1 Operating Conditions

To investigate the effect of stratification, the CA50 is held constant at 8CAD (by tuning the
intake temperature) for four different single-injection timings (different ignition delays). These
timings are detailed in Table 5.2; the amount of injected fuel is approximately 16mg/cycle for all
cases. In case A’, port fuel injection is used as a reference point for the most homogeneous
mixture and combustion. Stratification at other points can be evaluated with respect to this
point. Due to the skip fire mode, the total amount of port-injected fuel does not end up in the
fire cycle. Hence, for this case the amount of delivered fuel to the combustion chamber is tuned
based on the accumulated heat release.
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5.3 Combustion Stratification Analysis

(a) (b)

Figure 5.3: Transmittance (top) and optical density (bottom) of the optical filters used for OH* bandpass
imaging as well as their combination. The 315 nm bandpass filter with 20.4 nm FWHM is transmitting light
in a narrow wavelength range around 500 nm. Hence, a 300 nm bandpass filter with 87.5 nm FWHM is
added to reject light around 500 nm.

Table 5.2: Single injection timings. The total injected fuel mass is approximately 16mg/cycle for all cases.

Case Injection
type

Injection
timing

Injection
pressure

Injection
duration CA50 Intake tem-

perature O2
IMEP
(net)

[CAD] [bar] [ms] [CAD] [K] [Vol.%] [bar]
A’ Port −340 4 3.30 8 348 18.2 3.6

B’ Direct −100 600 0.740 8 348 18.3 4.2

C’ Direct −25 600 0.725 8 368 18.4 4.3

D’ Direct −15 600 0.720 8 393 18.4 4.6

5.3 Combustion Stratification Analysis

Time-resolved OH* chemiluminescence imaging provides spatial and temporal information on
the heat release rate during the combustion [29–32,58]. The spectroscopy study for similar
operating conditions, presented in chapter 4, showed that OH* bandpass imaging is highly
affected by broadband chemiluminescence of relatively large molecules, like HCO*, CH2O* and
CO *2 , especially for HCCI points. However, it is observed that broadband chemiluminescence
can be used as a measure for the heat release rate as well. This implies that an OH* bandpass
filter can still result in meaningful luminescence images, since the temporal behavior of the
signal will be proportional to that of the heat release rate anyway [69].

The goal of the image processing is to quantify the level of combustion stratification based on
OH* bandpass images. In this section, two methods are described to quantify the stratification.
One method is based on previous works [30,58], as also discussed in chapter 3, and the second
is a newly proposed method based on the spatial frequency content of the chemiluminescence
images. As before, the analysis is based on average recordings over 30 combustion cycles.
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5.3 Combustion Stratification Analysis

5.3.1 Angular, Radial and Vertical Stratification

As discussed in chapter 3 and in section 5.1, attempts to quantify the combustion stratification
have been made previously [30,58]. In this section, the angular, radial and vertical stratification
analysis is based on the method discussed in section 3.3.2. Before data is analyzed, a
background correction is carried out. The mean of 10 frames before the start of combustion is
used as a background to be subtracted from all frames in a cycle. Imaging from beneath is
analyzed in a polar coordinate system because of rotational symmetry of the spray configuration.
For computational convenience, the recorded images (with a nominal center of symmetry at
the nozzle position) are transformed into a Cartesian image with polar coordinates along the
axes, based on linear interpolation (This will be refered as a direct space image; see Fig. 5.4).

To determine the angular stratification, the intensity is radially averaged and the average is
plotted as a function of polar angle θ. The top right of Fig. 5.4 shows typical behavior of a PPC
combustion by applying this method to an instantaneous OH* bandpass frame. Based on that,
the range of θ can be divided into 7 equal segments, representative of 7 combustion clouds (7
injector holes).

Figure 5.4: Typical behavior of intensity
as a function of polar angle and radius
for PPC combustion. Top left: original
OH* bandpass image at a certain CAD,
top right: radially averaged intensity as a
function of angle; the shaded region cor-
responds to one of the seven combustion
clouds, bottom left: angularly averaged
intensity as a function of radius, bottom
right: image transformed into a Cartesian
image with polar coordinates along the
axes (direct space image). The graphs
are derived from the bottom right image.

Referring to Fig. 5.4, the angular stratification of each image is defined in Eq. (3.2),

(Strθ = 1
n

∑n
i=1

(Imax−Imin)i
(Imax+Imin)i

).

To analyze radial stratification, for each radius (r), the intensity is averaged over all angles (θ).
A typical example is illustrated in the bottom left part of Fig. 5.4. The radial stratification for
each individual image is defined in Eq. (3.3),

(Strr =
(Imax−Imin)[0:R]

(Imax+Imin)[0:R]
).
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5.3 Combustion Stratification Analysis

To analyze the vertical stratification from the side view images, the intensity is averaged over
the horizontal position and is plotted as a function of vertical position for individual crank angle
degrees (Fig. 5.5). First the area of analysis is defined based on the piston position. Referring
to Fig. 5.5, the vertical stratification, Strz, of each image is calculated according to:

Strz =
(Imax − Imin)[0:pp]
(Imax + Imin)[0:pp]

(5.1)

where pp is the piston position relative to the cylinder head, and Imax (Imin) is the maximum
(minimum) horizontally averaged intensity over the area of analysis.

Figure 5.5: Typical behavior
of the horizontally averaged
intensity as a function of ver-
tical position for the side view
images.

5.3.2 Fourier-based Stratification

The intensity-based analysis method, described in the previous section, is highly sensitive to
noise by considering local intensities, and its outcome is not always informative, as will be
discussed in section 5.3.3. To overcome the deficiencies of this method, a Fourier analysis-
based stratification definition, that is explicitly considering combustion structure, is proposed
and explained in this section.

The Fourier-based method basically focusses on the spatial frequencies in a certain FOV. For
ease of calculation, the recorded images (bottom view only) are again transformed into M×N
direct space images, as above. In these images, the horizontal axis corresponds to polar angle,
the vertical axis to radius. Over this 2D spatial domain, the discrete Fourier transform is applied
based on Eq. (5.2) (see also Fig. 5.6):

F [u, v] =

M−1∑
m=0

N−1∑
n=0

I[m,n] · e−i2π(
um
M

+( vn
N

) (5.2)

where I[m,n] represents the intensity of pixel [m,n] in direct space, and F [u, v] represents
the contribution of spatial frequency pixel [u, v], in which u and v represent angular and radial
frequency components, respectively. Note that the origin [0, 0] in the direct space image is the
top left corner, that in the Fourier space image is located in the center.

In direct space, the sampling unit is one pixel, corresponding to 2π
M

[rad] (horizontal) or R
N

[m]
(vertical), so the spatial frequencies in Fourier space are limited to the intervals ±M

2
rad−1
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5.3 Combustion Stratification Analysis

Figure 5.6: Transformation from the spa-
tial domain to the frequency domain. In
the frequency domain, the center rep-
resents the lowest frequency, while the
edges represent the highest frequencies.

and ±πN
R

(units of m−1), respectively. Because the sampling in direct space is discrete, the
sampling in Fourier space is discrete as well, with spatial frequency units corresponding to
2π/(full range), where the full range corresponds to 2π rad (horizontal) and the bowl radius of
0.03m (vertical), respectively. Note that the center of the frequency domain represents the
lowest frequency (DC value), while the edges represent the highest frequencies [70].

Not all spatial frequencies in the Fourier domain are related to combustion stratification. Low
spatial frequencies correspond to large scale variations, whereas the high spatial frequencies
are largely due to noise. Hence, an intermediate spatial frequency range, A, should be
selected, the signal energy of which (EA) should be used to characterize the combustion
stratification. This EA should be properly normalized by the maximum possible signal energy.
Thus, the normalized stratification will be independent of the camera, and allow to compare
the combustion stratification obtained from different cameras and imaging methods (or any
image format, as a result of numerical methods). Whereas the informative signal energy EA is
calculated from the Fourier space image, the maximum signal energy used for normalization
can be calculated from the direct space image. Parseval’s theorem can be used to relate the
signal energy, E, of an image in the spatial and frequency domains [70]:

E =
1

MN

M/2∑
u=−M/2

N/2∑
v=−N/2

|F [u, v]|2 =

M−1∑
m=0

N−1∑
n=0

|I[m,n]|2 (5.3)

Writing

I[m,n] = km,n × Imax 0 ≤ km,n ≤ 1, (5.4)

and using that the mean intensity of an image follows from

Imean =
1

MN

M−1∑
m=0

N−1∑
n=0

I[m,n] (5.5)
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5.3 Combustion Stratification Analysis

Parseval’s equation can be rewritten as

E =

M/2∑
u=−M/2

N/2∑
v=−N/2

|I[m,n]|2 = Imax
2
M−1∑
m=0

N−1∑
n=0

km,n
2

≤ Imax2
M−1∑
m=0

N−1∑
n=0

km,n = Imax(MN × Imean)
def
== Emax

(5.6)

in which the inequality could be introduced because km,n
2 ≤ km,n. Equation (5.6) shows

that the signal energy is always smaller than or at most equal to a particular maximum value,
here denoted as Emax. This Emax can be objectively calculated from the direct space image,
and is related to the mean intensity of this image. Note that Imax is the maximum pixel
count for all combustion cycles and frames. The redistribution of pixel values inherent in
the Cartesian-to-Polar transformation serves to suppress the effect of noise on Imax. The
normalized Fourier-based stratification, StrF , is now defined as

StrF =
EA
Emax

(5.7)

Finally, the range A, containing the informative spatial frequency components, remains to be
determined. A is a central portion of the Fourier plane, covering the frequencies physically
relevant for stratification. In principle, it can have arbitrary shape, as long as it excludes the
higher, noise-related frequencies. It is here chosen to be circular, as in Fig. 5.7a, but it will
be shown later that this is not very critical. The relevant signal energy based on this spatial
frequency range is calculated by

EA =
1

MN

∑
(u,v)∈A

|F [u, v]|2 (5.8)

To specify the radius of spatial frequency range A, the images are divided in concentric rings
around the origin, each one pixel wide. The signal energy is then calculated over each ring of
radius k (similar to Eq. (5.8)) and the results are plotted as a function of k (spatial frequency).
This is done for different crank angle degrees of the PPC combustion event illustrated in Fig.
5.10 (case C’). The result is shown in Fig. 5.7b. Two peaks are observed. The first peak, at
k = 1, corresponds to the radial structure of the burning sprays, each filling about one quarter
of the cylinder diameter, and the second peak, at k = 7, corresponds to the angular periodicity
of the 7 sprays. On this basis, EA is evaluated for the spatial frequency range of 1 ≤ kA ≤ 2n,
where n represents the number of injector holes (see section 5.4.3 for more discussion). Based
on this spatial frequency range, all critical spatial frequencies of a stratified combustion are
covered in the stratification definition, while the effect of noise is minimized by not considering
high spatial frequencies.
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5.4 Results and Discussion

Figure 5.7: Typical spatial frequency do-
main for a PPC combustion image at a
given crank angle degree (a), and sig-
nal energy as a function of radius kA
of the circular area A indicated in Fig.
5.7a (spatial frequency) for a sequence
of crank angle degrees (b).

5.3.3 Validation

Two sample images, shown in Fig. 5.8a and 5.8b, are constructed to check the functionality
of the Fourier-based method described in the previous section. Both images are composed
of the same number of black (0) and white (1) pixels. As a result, both images have the same
mean intensity and the same RMS fluctuation (the square root of mean square of pixel intensity
fluctuations relative to the mean intensity). Their structure, however, is obviously very different.
Figure 5.8a is a cartoon of typical PPC behavior (based on a 7-hole injector) like case D’
as shown in Fig. 5.8c, while Fig. 5.8b represents an essentially homogeneous distribution,
similar to typical HCCI behavior like case A’, as illustrated in Fig. 5.8d. Both intensity-based
stratification analysis (angular and radial stratification) and Fourier-based stratification analysis
are implemented to extract the level of stratification from these images (actual values are added
to the Fig. 5.8). The intensity-based method simply fails to distinguish between these two
sample cases (a & b). Since there are radially-averaged and angularly-averaged intensities of
0 in both images, angular and radial stratifications equal 1 for both images (see Eqs. (3.2) and
(3.3)). However, Fourier-based stratification clearly distinguishes the stratification levels of these
two sample images, showing a stratification level of 0.62 for the stratified image (a) against a
stratification level of 0.009 for the homogeneous image (b). For real OH* bandpass images
of case A’ and D’, it can also be seen that Fourier-based stratification can better distinguish
between these two cases. From a physical point of view, this is fully understandable. RMS-
and contrast-based methods do not specifically look at structure, but summarize integrated
fluctuations. Fourier analysis, on the other hand, identifies spatial structure on various scales.
For stratification analysis, which is all about structure, the latter is obviously the method of
choice.

5.4 Results and Discussion

OH* bandpass imaging has been performed for both bottom and side view. All the presented
results in this section are the mean values over 30 measurement cycles, but error bars are
omitted from intermediate results for the sake of clarity. However, a high level of repeatability is
observed for the experimental points as can be seen in final results (Fig. 5.13).

Figure 5.9a shows the temporal heat release rate behavior for different injection timings (cases
A’-D’ of Table 5.2). As can be seen in this figure, the peak heat release rate does not correlate
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5.4 Results and Discussion

Figure 5.8: Sample images: stratified
(a), based on 7 angularly symmetric
clouds, and homogeneous (b) distribu-
tions of pixel values of 0 and 1. Both
images are composed of the same num-
ber of black (0) and white (1) pixels. OH*
bandpass images: case D’ at CA50 (c)
and case A’ at CA50 (d). Angular, radial
and Fourier stratification levels are added
to each image for comparison.

in a unique way to the injection timing. Case A’ with SOI at −340CAD can be classified as an
HCCI point. Cases C’ and D’ represent PPC points with different charge stratification levels
(injection timings at −25 and −15CAD, respectively), whereas case B’ with SOI at −100CAD
can be considered as a transition point from HCCI to PPC.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.9: Rate of heat release (ROHR) for different injection timings (a) and comparison of pressure,
ROHR and normalized mean intensity for SOI of −100CAD (b).

In Fig. 5.9b, the normalized mean intensity and the heat release rate are compared for the
injection timing of −100CAD (case B’ of Table 5.2). The very similar behavior of the heat
release rate and the mean intensity shows the accuracy of OH* bandpass imaging as an
indicator of heat release. However, for late injections (PPC points), a longer tail is observed
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5.4 Results and Discussion

for the mean intensity in comparison with the heat release rate, which is probably due to soot
luminosity transmitted through the optical filters. The combination of optical filters used in this
study is relatively transmittive in the region around 500 nm (the optical density increases from
10−15 to 10−5 in this wavelength region; see Figure 5.3).

OH* bandpass images around CA50 are demonstrated in Fig. 5.10 for different operating
conditions. Based on inspection by eye, it can be seen that port fuel injection (case A’) results
in the most homogeneous combustion, while by retarding the injection timing toward −15CAD
ATDC (case D’) the combustion stratification increases.

Figure 5.10: Representative bottom-view OH* bandpass images around CA50 (8CAD) for different cases
(A’-D’).

5.4.1 Angular, Radial and Vertical Stratification

The images captured from below are used to determine both angular and radial stratification,
while side view images are used to determine the vertical stratification. Results of the combus-
tion stratification for different injection timings are demonstrated in Fig. 5.11. As expected, the
stratification levels of PPC combustions (SOI of −15 and −25CAD) are higher than those of
HCCI like combustion (SOI of −100CAD and port injection), due to the shorter ignition delay
which limits the fuel-air mixing process. For the late injections, however, the maximum angular,
radial and vertical stratifications reach values close to 1, which doesn’t allow to distinguish
between SOI of −15 and −25CAD. For early injections, the maximum level of stratification ex-
ceeds 0.4, which is relatively high, especially for the port fuel injection case, which is supposed
to result in homogeneous combustion. This is all an artifact of the analysis. Figure 5.10 shows
that radial lines and circles with mean intensities close to 0 (black color) can be easily found for
all cases. This means that Imin in Eqs. 3.2 and 3.3 tends to 0, which automatically increases
the stratification level towards 1, even for HCCI case A’ (discussed in section 5.3.3 in relation to
Fig. 5.8b).

As a noteworthy fact, a relatively high level of stratification is observed around 45CAD for
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5.4 Results and Discussion

Figure 5.11: Time-resolved angular (a), radial (b)
and vertical (c) stratification analysis for several in-
jection timings. A relatively high level of stratification,
observed around 45CAD for PPC combustion strate-
gies, are caused by afterburning of the fresh fuel-air
mixture coming out of the crevice volume.

PPC combustion strategies (C’ and D’). This is caused by afterburning of the fresh fuel-air
mixture coming out of the crevice volume as discussed in chapter 3. This crevice fuel does not
burn under the low temperature combustion conditions of HCCI cases. Obviously, the crevice
fuel does not significantly contribute to the heat release. However, small intensity variations
in chemiluminescence images can easily increase the intensity-based stratification level, as
discussed in the previous paragraph. When comparing the results of the angular, radial and
vertical stratifications, it is observed that the vertical approach leads to the highest stratifications.
The weak combustion close to the relatively cold cylinder head and piston crown brings down
the minimum vertical intensity close to the 0 during a combustion event, and hence yields a
relatively large Strz (Eq. (5.1)).

5.4.2 Fourier-based Stratification

The results of the Fourier-based stratification analysis for both bottom and side view imaging
are given in Fig. 5.12. It is observed that the level of stratification is close to 0 for HCCI
combustion strategies, while for PPC combustion the stratification level is significantly higher.
There is a good level of distinction between stratification levels for SOI −15 and −25CAD
(higher stratification for later injection), illustrating how, contrary to the previous definitions, this
Fourier-based definition allows to compare stratification levels of different PPC strategies. The
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5.4 Results and Discussion

weak afterburning near the cylinder walls does not have a significant effect on the stratification
in the Fourier-based analysis, as it should, because it does not significantly contribute to the
heat release. The level of stratification is also 0 for images in which nothing is detected. It
indicates that the method is sensitive to the temporal behavior of heat release rate, while
it is not particularly sensitive to noise and insignificant intensity variations. The reason for
this improvement offered by the Fourier-based stratification definition is twofold. The method
focuses on the signal energy in the low-frequency part of the spectrum (thus disregarding
noise), and the normalization is based on the highest possible signal energy, which provides
a meaningful and objective outcome. Note that the Fourier-based stratification metric does
not follow the order found in the peak heat release rates as can be seen by comparing Figs.
5.9a and 5.12a, while the temporal behaviors are similar. This also implies that for controlling
the peak heat release rate, an optimum stratification level is needed and quantification of
combustion stratification can be used as a tool for this optimization. The higher stratification
level of case C’ has lowered the peak heat release rate compared to case B’ (an almost
homogeneous case). However, the higher stratification level of case D’ compared to case C’,
has increased the peak heat release rate, apparently because higher local equivalence ratios
close to stoichiometric are achieved.

(a) (b)

Figure 5.12: Time-resolved Fourier-based stratification analysis for various injection timings and bottom
(a) and side (b) view images.

Fourier-based stratification analysis is performed for the side view images as well, in their
original coordinate system (Fig. 5.12b). For SOI of −15CAD, the stratification level drops
around 10CAD, but this is due to an experimental artifact, namely overexposure of the camera
(overexposure can reduce the signal energy and the stratification level). Initially to eliminate
the effects of camera intensifier gain factor on results of different methods, gain was kept
constant for HCCI and PPC points. This caused the overexposure for SOI −15CAD, while
lower intensifier gain factors could strongly decrease the signal intensity of HCCI combustion
strategies. However, variable intensifier gain factors can be implemented in future studies to
avoid losing information, but a correction should be made later for the gain factor.

Figure 5.13 shows the maximum Fourier-based stratification achieved in a cycle as a function
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5.4 Results and Discussion

of ignition delay. Here, the ignition delay is defined as the difference between start of injection
(command) and CA10. It is observed that for increasing ignition delay the combustion stratifica-
tion decreases. Regarding PPC points with small ignition delays, the lower stratification level
of side view images is due to the overlap of individual combustion clouds in the line-of-sight
imaging in side view. Similar stratification levels are obtained for longer ignition delays, since
the homogeneity is then independent of the line-of-sight. Obviously, the results of imaging from
below are more reliable considering the distinction of individual combustion clouds.

The results presented in this study might seem contradictive to the results obtained in the
previous chapter 3. In that study it was stated that the combustion stratification decreases by
retarding the SOI from −25CAD to TDC. However, the CA50 was not kept constant for different
injection timings in chapter 3, while the emphasis of this study is on the influence of ignition
delay by keeping the CA50 constant.

Figure 5.13: Maximum combustion strat-
ification (Fourier-based) versus ignition
delay for both bottom and side view imag-
ing. Error-bars represent standard devi-
ations over 30 cycles. By increasing the
ignition delay, the combustion stratifica-
tion decreases.

5.4.3 Effect of the Considered Spatial Frequency Range

The Fourier-based stratification definition is based on a selected specific spatial frequency
range (f : 1 ≤ kA ≤ 2n) to suppress noise and to focus only on typical frequencies that make
up the stratified combustion (Fig. 5.7). The effect of the selected frequency range is illustrated
in Fig. 5.14, where the combustion stratification based on the whole frequency domain is
compared to the stratification based on a limited frequency range. Figure 5.14 confirms that the
Fourier-based stratification method is not sensitive to high-frequency components. Apparently,
their energy is low in comparison with the energy of low frequencies. However, analyzing the
artificial sample images of Fig. 5.8 shows that the extension of the frequency range to infinity
increases the Fourier-based stratification level of homogenous image (Fig. 5.8b) from 0.01

to 0.32, since the energy of high spatial frequencies is significant in that image (pixel to pixel
variations), while it does not have any effect on the stratified image (Fig. 5.8a), since the energy
of high spatial frequencies was almost 0 in that image.
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5.5 Conclusions

Figure 5.14: Effect of the considered
spatial frequency range on Fourier-based
stratification metric. Two different fre-
quency ranges are considered: f : 1−14
and 1−∞ for three different injection tim-
ings.

5.5 Conclusions

OH* bandpass imaging was performed in order to analyze the combustion in a light-duty optical
engine. The objective of this study was to evaluate different metrics to quantify ‘combustion
stratification’ of Partially Premixed Combustion. A new methodology is proposed based on the
spatial frequency domain of OH* bandpass images to quantify the combustion stratification.
Regarding this method, the following is concluded:

• Fourier-based stratification analysis is an objective method to compare the stratification of
different combustion strategies, ranging from homogeneous HCCI combustion to stratified
PPC combustion, and it clearly distinguishes those two regimes.

• Fourier-based stratification analysis of OH* bandpass-filtered images corresponds to
the temporal behavior of heat release rate (not the peak orders) as an indicator of the
combustion, whereas other definitions clearly do not.

• Low spatial frequencies contribute to the majority of the signal energy and combustion
stratification.

• The rejection of high spatial frequencies renders the Fourier-based method relatively
insensitive to noise.

• Results confirm that combustion stratification generally drops by increasing the ignition
delay. However, there is an optimum combustion stratification level in the PPC regime
where the peak heat release rate can be the lowest.

The method can also be implemented to analyze fuel stratification, based on e.g. fuel tracer
Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) measurements or other fuel-mixing indicator methods. Also,
it is amenable to stratification analysis of numerical results.
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of Partially Premixed Combustion Using Fuel-Tracer LIF ”, Applied Physics B: Lasers &
Optics, under review.

Izadi Najafabadi, M., Dam, N., Somers, B., Johansson, B., (2016) “Fuel and Combustion
Stratification Study of Partially Premixed Combustion”, ECCO-MATE Conference I: Com-
bustion Processes in Marine and Automotive Engines, Lund, June 2016.
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6.1 Introduction

6.1 Introduction

The Partially Premixed Combustion (PPC) concept relies on a relatively long ignition delay,
compared to conventional diffusion-controlled combustion, to achieve a partially premixed
charge [5, 19, 20]. The amount of premixing in the PPC regime can be controlled in various
ways, for instance by tuning the injection timing. Control of premixing is necessary to implement
PPC combustion strategies and to improve the emission formation [21].

Fuel-tracer Laser-Induced Fluorescence (LIF) is widely used to measure the fuel distributions
for various combustion modes [71–74]. In the LIF technique, molecules of the species of interest
are excited by absorption of a laser photon of a selected energy. A transition takes place to
a higher predetermined discrete energy level, followed by spontaneous photon emission (or
interaction with the environment) [71]. Since there are multiple possibilities for the transition
on which spontaneous photon emission can occur to a lower discrete energy level, there is
a fluorescence spectrum. Both the excitation wavelength and the fluorescence spectrum are
characteristic for the tracer, which allows to selectively monitor the tracer distribution in space
and time.

In the partially premixed regime, fuel-tracer LIF is used in some studies to investigate the
mixing process and its effects on the combustion behavior. Petersen et al. investigated
the pre-combustion equivalence ratio distribution in a light-duty diesel engine under PPC
conditions [74]. The tracer-based LIF technique was used in their optical engine with a
production-like piston bowl to obtain quantitative results. The measured equivalence ratio
distributions were combined with previous in-cylinder velocity and CO measurements [75,76] to
interpret combustion behavior and emissions. Fuel reactivity stratification was investigated by
Kokjohn et al. as a method to control the heat release rate in a heavy-duty optical engine [77].
Quantified results were achieved by coupling a thermodynamic model to the LIF images of
toluene as a tracer. Tang et al. studied a double injection strategy of PPC on a light-duty optical
engine [78]. The fuel/air mixing of PPC was evaluated using fuel-tracer LIF. Double injection
strategies with different first injection timing and fuel mass portioning between the two injections
were compared, using PRF70 as a fuel. They showed that PPC was initiated by multipoint
auto-ignition in locations where the local equivalence ratio was relatively high. The flame fronts
of these ignition kernels subsequently expanded to the regions with lower fuel concentration.
Another study, by Musculus et al., investigated fuel stratification to explain the emissions
of a low-temperature combustion diesel engine [79]. Also in this study, toluene fuel-tracer
fluorescence diagnostics was used to quantify the fuel distribution for various injection timings.
As one of the most recent studies, Wang et al. used fuel-tracer LIF technique to study the
mixing process in a transition from HCCI mode to PPC mode in a heavy-duty optical engine [80].
They did their measurement in a realistic piston bowl geometry without quantification of results.
They could recognize four different mixing schemes as the SOI timings were varied during the
transition from HCCI to PPC.

The present research aims to objectively quantify the fuel stratification in PPC, based on results
of fuel-tracer LIF, and to investigate its relation to the spectral signature of the spontaneous
combustion luminosity. To this end, an objective metric for fuel stratification is introduced, which
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6.2 Fuel-Tracer LIF Setup

can be used as a tool in future investigations for optimization of fuel stratification.

Quantified results of fuel distribution are obtained by measuring the temperature dependency
of toluene fluorescence (as the tracer) and the thermodynamic analysis of the fuel-tracer LIF
images by using a much more efficient algorithm than available in literature. The effects of the
injection timing on the fuel stratification and the heat release rate behavior are investigated.
High-speed OH* bandpass imaging (chapter 5) is used to investigate the combustion stratifica-
tion and spatial information regarding the heat release rate. The fuel distribution results are
linked to the spectroscopy study (chapter 4) as well, to investigate the effect of local fuel/air
ratios on thermal radiation, broadband chemiluminescence, OH*, CH* and C *2 chemilumi-
nescence. A new metric for fuel stratification is presented based on two-dimensional Fourier
analysis of fuel distribution. In the end, the effect of intake temperature on fuel stratification is
investigated.

6.2 Fuel-Tracer LIF Setup

Toluene is used in this study as a fuel-tracer because of its expected stability at high temper-
atures [71]. In addition, toluene has a similar boiling point (110 ◦C) as n-heptane (98 ◦C) and
iso-octane (99 ◦C), which enables toluene to trace the PRF70 fuel (70% by volume iso-octane
and 30% by volume n-heptane) quite well. A disadvantage of using a fuel tracer like toluene is
that the fluorescence yield decreases exponentially when the temperature increases: a factor of
10 decrease every 215K, which needs to be taken into account for interpreting the results [79].
PRF70 is doped with toluene by 1% volume. This amount of toluene has been chosen to
balance signal strength against undue laser light attenuation [79]. The experiments have been
done with pure nitrogen instead of air to avoid the quenching effect of oxygen.

The fuel-tracer LIF setup is schematically illustrated in Fig. 6.1. Toluene is excited by a laser
light sheet of 1mm thickness and 60mm width, entering the combustion chamber through
a quartz liner to ensure that the entire access of the optical piston is used. The height at
which the laser sheet enters the combustion chamber is set halfway between the cylinder head
and the piston crown at top dead center. Since toluene can be excited by 266 nm radiation,
a frequency-quadrupled Nd:YAG laser is used. The toluene fluorescence is detected by a
blue-optimized intensified CCD camera (PI-MAX 1; Roper Scientific) through a 280-340 nm
bandpass filter. The toluene fluorescence emission is in the range of 260-340 nm [71], however,
to avoid capturing elastically scattered laser light at 266 nm, the bandpass region has been
limited to 280-340 nm. The specifications of the imaging system are shown in Table 6.1. All
measurements are performed with constant

Quantitative measurements of fuel distribution need calibration of the fluorescence signal based
on a well-determined fuel/tracer density. In this study, a homogeneous mixture is made by early
injection of a specific amount of toluene-doped fuel at −340CAD ATDC and calibration images
are recorded at TDC position. This method is also used in literature for making homogeneous
calibration images [77,79]. These calibration images are recorded for 100 cycles exactly before
and after each experimental point. The mean of all these calibration images is used for each
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6.2 Fuel-Tracer LIF Setup

Figure 6.1: Schematic of Fuel-Tracer
LIF setup. Laser light sheet at wave-
length of 266 nm enters the combustion
chamber through the quartz liner. Conse-
quently, fluorescence of excited toluene
molecules passes through the optical pis-
ton, is reflected by the stationary 45°
tilted mirror, and recorded by the in-
tensified camera through a 280-340 nm
bandpass filter. The laser light sheet
with 1mm thickness and 60mm width
is produced by a frequency-quadrupled
Nd:YAG laser.

Table 6.1: Specifications of the imaging system.

Camera PI-MAX 1, GEN II Intensified
Imaging sensor 16 bit CCD
Resolution 1024 × 1024 pixel2

Frame rate 1 fps

Exposure time 200 ns

Objective lens UV Bernhard Halle Nachfl. 100mm f/2
1st filter 300 nm bandpass filter with 80 nm FWHM
2nd filter 280 nm longpass filter

measurement point in the quantification procedure to suppress the effect of probable laser
power fluctuations.

For each operating condition, 100 cycles were recorded at TDC position. TDC position was
chosen since for all the operating conditions, the main heat release starts at or a bit after TDC.
Before each measurement point, 100 cycles were recorded again at TDC position without
any injection while the laser was running. The average of these latter images was used for
background subtraction, as will be discussed in section 6.3.

6.2.1 Operating Conditions

The set of operating conditions are exactly those used in chapter 5 (see Table 5.2). Combustion
phasing, namely CA50, is kept constant for four different single-injection timings by tuning the
intake temperature, resulting in four different ignition delays and different levels of stratification.
However, for fuel tracer LIF measurements, pure nitrogen is used at the intake instead of air.
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6.3 Post-processing of LIF Images

The pressure traces and high-speed OH* bandpass images are the same as those presented
in chapter 5.

In order to see the effect of fuel stratification on combustion spectra, the operating conditions of
the high-speed spectroscopy study (chapter 4) are also repeated in this study for fuel-tracer LIF
measurements, to be able to make a direct link between them. These experimental points are
presented in Table 4.2; they are quite similar to those presented in Table 5.2, just a bit higher in
amount of injected fuel and oxygen percentage.

6.3 Post-processing of LIF Images

6.3.1 Background and Flat Field Corrections

Before starting the quantification procedure, the mean background image was subtracted from
all LIF images, including the calibration images. To correct for laser sheet non-uniformities and
variations in individual pixel sensitivities, a flat field correction should be applied. The flat field
correction was based on the mean of 100 nominally identical calibration images. This mean
image should be uniform because the calibration images were recorded on a homogeneous
distribution. Hence, a correction factor was applied to each pixel in order to obtain the same
mean calibration intensity at each pixel. These pixel correction factors were subsequently
applied to all LIF images.

6.3.2 Temperature Dependency of Toluene Fluorescence

By increasing the temperature from 300 to 1000K, the toluene fluorescence signal, upon 266 nm

excitation, decreases by two orders of magnitude [71]. Stratification of the in-cylinder fuel
distribution will result in non-uniformities of temperature because of temperature differences
between the injected fuel and the in-cylinder charge (oxidizer), evaporative cooling and com-
pression of gases with different heat capacity ratios. This means the in-cylinder LIF images
of toluene contain information on both fuel density and temperature. To decouple these two
parameters, the temperature dependency of the toluene signal should be determined at first.
Since the toluene fluorescence signal has been limited using bandpass filters (280-340 nm),
the temperature dependency measurements were done in the same experimental setup. A
homogeneous mixture was made by early injection at −340CAD ATDC, the same as for the
calibration images. Then, LIF images where recorded at different positions during the com-
pression stroke from −80CAD to TDC. The average fluorescence signal at each crank angle
degree (after background subtraction) was then corrected for compression density in order to
see the effect of temperature.

Considering the fact that the field of view (FOV) was limited to 60mm out of 81mm bore diameter,
far enough from cylinder walls, it is assumed that there is no heat transfer/loss in this region.
Hence, the temperature at each CAD was determined based on a simple thermodynamic
model considering the heat capacity ratios of nitrogen, iso-octane and n-heptane. Results of
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6.3 Post-processing of LIF Images

fluorescence signal as a function of temperature are presented in Fig. 6.2.

Figure 6.2: Relative toluene fluores-
cence signal as a function of temperature.
Toluene fluorescence signal is based on
LIF images of a homogeneous mixture
at different strokes during compression
(from −80CAD to TDC), corrected for
compression density. Temperature is de-
termined using a thermodynamic model.

As shown in Fig. 6.2, the behavior of fluorescence signal is somewhat irregular, and best
fitted by two segments. For temperatures higher than 620K, similar behavior was reported
by Kokjohn et al. [77] for the same temperature range. They even found a similar equation
as noted in Fig. 6.2. For lower temperatures, there is a red shift in toluene fluorescence
spectra [81] which causes more signal to be blocked, considering the limited bandpass region
(280-340 nm). That can be the reason of the slightly suppressed toluene fluorescence signal at
lower temperatures (less than 620K). It is also noteworthy that temperatures lower than 620K

are barely achieved considering the thermodynamic conditions of our experimental points.

6.3.3 Quantification Procedure

The logic of the quantification procedure in this study is similar to the procedures used by
Sahoo et al. [73] and Kokjohn et al. [77], but with some changes to improve the efficiency of
post-processing. The procedure used by Sahoo et al. [73] and Kokjohn et al. [77] was based
on a numerical loop for each pixel including the following steps:

1. Assume a homogeneous distribution of temperature throughout the combustion chamber.

2. Estimate the fuel molar density for each pixel, based on the recorded LIF images pixel
intensity, calibration data, and temperature dependency of toluene.

3. Estimate the temperature for each pixel based on its fuel molar density calculated
from step 2 and using a thermodynamic model which considers the adiabatic evapora-
tion/mixing and compression process from SOI.

4. Back to step 2 by updating the temperature of each pixel and continue the loop until
convergence is achieved.

This procedure was overly time consuming for this study; running a convergence loop for 1
million pixels per image, while having 100 images for each measurement point. Hence, a
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6.3 Post-processing of LIF Images

different, less time-consuming quantification procedure is used in this study, as schematically
illustrated in Fig. 6.3. It essentially boils down to the creation of a look-up table for fuel mole
fraction, since, for every operating condition, there is a unique relation between fuel mole
fraction, temperature at TDC, and LIF signal yield.

Figure 6.3: Quantification procedure used for toluene fuel tracer LIF images.

Firstly, a complete range of fuel mole fraction is considered from 0 to 1 with a high resolution
(10−4 in this study). Secondly, the temperature for each fuel mole fraction at TDC (our
chosen instant of measurement for all operating conditions) is estimated based on adiabatic
evaporation/mixing (fuel temperature is needed) and compression for each operating condition.
In the third step, the pixel count (intensity) is calculated for each mole fraction at its temperature
at TDC using Eq. (6.1):

I = C · Irel(T ) · nf · ρm (6.1)

in which I is intensity, Irel(T ) is the relative fluorescence intensity (Fig. 6.2) at the estimated
temperature (step 2), nf is fuel mole fraction, ρm is the molar density (at TDC) for the given
temperature and C is the calibration constant calculated from Eq. (6.2):

C =
Ical

Irel(Tcal) · nfcal · ρmcal
(6.2)

in which the symbols have the same meaning as above, but now for the calibration conditions.
The ratio of molar densities (substitution of Eq. (6.2) in Eq. (6.1)) can easily be calculated from
the ideal gas law:

ρm
ρmcal

=
P · Tcal
Pcal · T

(6.3)

where pressures (Pcal and P ) are experimentally measured for the calibration point and each
operating condition at TDC. Figure 6.4 shows the results of temperature and fluorescence
intensity as functions of fuel mole fraction for case C’ (see Table 5.2). The maximum pixel
value for a 16 bit camera (used in this study) is 65 535 (= 216 − 1), where a fuel mole fraction
higher than 0.06 could not be measured for this case. Such figures are saved as a table for
each operating condition. The last step is using this lookup table to interpolate the intensity
at each pixel of LIF images and finding the fuel mole fraction and temperature for that pixel.
This procedure reduced the time costs of the post-processing significantly, since it is needed
once only to calculate a table such as Fig. 6.4 and everything else is just a fast interpolation.
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6.4 Results and Discussion

Moreover, the divergence issues can not affect the post-processing procedure.

Figure 6.4: Toluene fluorescence and
temperature as functions of fuel mole
fraction for case C’ (Table 5.2). There
is a unique relation between fuel mole
fraction, temperature at TDC, and fluores-
cence intensity. Note that such a graph
(or look-up table) should be made for ev-
ery individual operating conditions, laser
pulse energy and camera settings.

6.4 Results and Discussion

6.4.1 Fuel, Thermal and Combustion Stratification

The heat release rate behaviors for different injection timings (cases A’-D’ of 5.2) were presented
in Fig. 5.9a. In case A’, homogeneous mixture and combustion are achieved by early injection
at −340CAD. Cases C’ and D’ represent partially premixed combustion with different injection
timings (−25 and −15CAD, respectively) and therefore different charge stratification levels,
whereas case B’ with SOI at −100CAD can be classified as a transition point from HCCI to
PPC.

In order to analyze the heat release rate behavior for different cases, fuel and thermal dis-
tributions at TDC, determined by fuel-tracer LIF, are demonstrated in Fig. 6.5, together with
OH* bandpass images around CA50 (3-13CAD ATDC). Fuel/thermal distributions and OH*

bandpass images are depicted for an average of 100 cycles and 30 cycles, respectively, as
well as for individual, representative cycles (labeled ’sample’ in the figure).

It should be noted that the LIF measurements are performed with pure nitrogen as intake gas,
hence, OH* bandpass images are recorded from another set of experiments with nominally
identical settings. Moreover, OH* bandpass images are line-of-sight integrals, while fuel and
thermal distributions are planar sections. Results in Fig. 6.5 shows that different levels of fuel
and thermal stratifications have been produced at TDC by different injection timings, which
affect the heat release rate and combustion behavior. Each case is discussed below.

Case A’ (SOI at −340CAD): The mean fuel and thermal distributions are homogeneous
without any specific pattern, although individual cycles show random inhomogeneities; spots
with higher equivalence ratios and (therefore) lower temperatures. These small and random
inhomogeneities which are still in the lean region (equivalence ratio < 1) cause ignitions at
random locations, which slowly propagate (based on individual OH* movies). The so-called
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6.4 Results and Discussion

Figure 6.5: Fuel (left) and thermal (middle) distributions at TDC as well as OH* bandpass images (right)
around CA50 for different charge stratification levels (Table 5.2). For the sake of clarity, the intensity of
OH* bandpass images for cases A’ and B’ are multiplied by 5. Earlier images than 3CAD are not shown
because they were all black.
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6.4 Results and Discussion

over-lean effect has increased the combustion duration and consequently lowered the peak
heat release rate compared to other cases. The mean OH* bandpass images do not show any
pattern, confirming the random inhomogeneity behavior.

Case B’ (SOI at −100CAD): Fuel distributions show a radial increase of fuel density, while it
is locally in the lean region and angularly not significantly stratified. A somewhat asymmetric
distribution can be caused by the tumble motion. This monotonous increase of equivalence
ratio is better shown in Fig. 6.6, where angularly averaged equivalence ratios are plotted as a
function of radius for all cases studied.

Figure 6.6: Angularly averaged equiva-
lence ratios as a function of radius for
different injection timings. The shaded re-
gions represent standard deviations over
30 cycles. Note that the bore radius is
40.5mm; the other 10.5mm is not opti-
cally accessible.

Close to the center of the combustion chamber, the mean equivalence ratio for case B’ is much
lower than that for case A’. With increasing distance from the center of combustion chamber,
the mean equivalence ratio for case B’ goes higher than the one for case A’, which is almost
a horizontal line (homogeneous). Note that the cylinder radius is 40.5mm, and significantly
higher equivalence ratios for case B’ close to the cylinder walls are expected, based on the
behavior shown in Fig. 6.6. Based on the OH* chemiluminescence imaging (Fig. 6.5), the
combustion always starts from the regions close to the cylinder walls (higher equivalence ratio)
and propagates toward the center of combustion chamber. This can also be seen in the mean
OH* bandpass images, although it is a weak pattern. The other difference between case B’
and case A’ is a relatively higher temperature for case B’ caused by later injection (related to
the heat capacity ratio during the compression stroke). To summarize case B’ it should be
mentioned that higher equivalence ratios close to the cylinder walls without any significant
angular stratification accompanied by a slightly higher temperature compared to case A’, cause
spontaneous ignition close to the cylinder walls, which propagates fast towards the center of
the combustion chamber and leads to a much higher peak heat release rate compared to case
A’.

Case C’ (SOI at −25CAD): There are explicit stratification patterns for fuel and temperature,
both radially and angularly (Fig. 6.5). The radial increase of equivalence ratio is stronger than
for case B’ (Fig. 6.6), as expected, since there has been less time for mixing. Moreover, this
increase is not linear any more probably because the spray hits the piston (more information
regarding the spray targeting can be found in chapter 3). To see the angular stratification, the
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radially averaged equivalence ratio is plotted as a function of angle in Fig. 6.7 for different
injection timings (Table 5.2).

Figure 6.7: Radially averaged equiva-
lence ratios as a function of angle for
different injection timings. The shaded re-
gions represent standard deviations over
30 cycles. Seven fuel clouds are easily
distinguishable for late injection timings
(cases C’ and D’). Slightly different angu-
lar phases of fuel clouds for cases C’ and
D’ are the consequence of swirl motion.

Seven fuel clouds can clearly be distinguished in Fig. 6.7. The emergence of this angular
stratification is the main difference between case C’ and the previous cases (A’ and B’). The
local fuel/air ratio (Fig. 6.5) is close to stoichiometric and a bit higher at the core of each
fuel cloud and gradually decreases moving away. The temperature behaves inversely, it will
increase by moving away from the core of each fuel cloud. Ignition starts in regions with
equivalence ratio around 1, even though these have lower temperature, and propagates toward
the lower equivalence ratio regions (with higher temperatures). The mean OH* bandpass
images (and also the individual ones) in Fig. 6.5 clearly show that ignition starts at 3CAD in
the high equivalence ratio regions and propagates toward the low equivalence ratio regions at
5CAD and later. Although the local fuel/air ratios are higher for case C’ compared to case B’,
the peak heat release rate of case C’ is lower than the one of case B’, related to the significant
angular stratification for case C’.

Case D’ (SOI at −15CAD): Fuel and thermal distributions at TDC are highly stratified since
it is just a few crank angle degrees after the end of injection. Locally rich regions are much
larger than those of case C’, and generally at higher temperatures (because of higher intake
temperature). However, the fuel clouds are a bit irregular and closer to the center of the
combustion chamber. One of the reasons is that the sprays hit the piston closer to the center
compared to case C’. OH* bandpass images show the same story as in case C’: ignition at
high equivalence ratio regions, propagating towards low equivalence ratio regions. However,
there are two differences. Firstly, the intensities of OH* images for case D’ are much higher
than those of case C’, attributable to even higher local equivalence ratios and temperatures.
Secondly, the combustion clouds propagate more towards the center of combustion chamber,
as expected based on fuel distributions. Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show that case D’ is the most
radially and angularly stratified with the highest equivalence ratios. These high fuel/air ratios
close to stoichiometric and above, lead to significantly higher peak heat release rate. The same
trend was reported by Kokjohn et al. [77] for SOI at −15CAD in a heavy-duty optical engine,
where high fuel stratification sharpened the heat release rate.
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To better understand the effect of SOI on mixing process, the distribution of fuel mole fraction at
TDC for SOI at −10CAD (so TDC is almost at the end of injection) is demonstrated in Fig. 6.8.
This is one of the most stratified distributions, in which the structure of each spray is completely
clear. However, it was not possible to have the same CA50 for this point, even at high intake
temperatures (up to 430K). Note that higher fuel densities for the upper three sprays are not
due to laser absorption, since the laser was entering the combustion chamber at the bottom
side of the images. These higher fuel densities are probably due to hole-to-hole variations of
the injector.

Figure 6.8: Fuel mole fraction distribu-
tion at TDC for SOI at −10CAD, intake
temperature of 348K and injection du-
ration of 5.4CAD. There is no combus-
tion experiment recorded for this case.
Hence, results are presented based on
fuel mole fraction (a mixture of nitrogen
and fuel). Left: average of 100 cycles;
right: an individual cycle. The laser en-
ters the combustion chamber at the bot-
tom side of the images.

To summarize this section, we conclude that fuel stratification alone can both decrease or
increase the peak heat release rate. In the homogeneous regime, over-lean effect or smooth
patterns of fuel distribution play a main role as discussed for cases A’ and B’. To decrease the
peak heat release rate in the PPC regime, the angular stratification plays a significant role,
however, local fuel/air ratios close stoichiometric and richer should be avoided.

6.4.2 Fuel Stratification and Spectral Signature

In this section, results of fuel distribution for the same experimental points as in the previous
spectroscopy study (chapter 4) are presented and linked to those spectroscopy results. The
heat release rate behavior for these experimental points (cases A-E of Table 4.2) is shown
in Fig. 6.9. In case A, almost homogeneous mixture and combustion are achieved by early
injection at −200CAD. Cases B to E with SOI from −50 to −15CAD represent partially
premixed combustion with different levels of stratification.

Fuel distributions for different injection timings are depicted in Fig. 6.10 for an average of 100
cycles and an individual one together with the normalized results of combustion spectroscopy
(see also Fig. A.1 in the Appendix), including thermal radiation, broadband chemiluminescence,
OH*, CH* and C *2 chemiluminescence.

Regarding the effect of fuel stratification on heat release rate, a similar behavior as in the
previous section is seen. For SOI at −200CAD (case A), a radial increase of fuel density is
seen, similar to case B’ (SOI at −100CAD) in the previous section, which leads to a sharp heat
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Figure 6.9: Heat release rate as a func-
tion of crank angle degree for different
injection timings (Table 4.2). Pressure
tracers were shown in Fig. 4.3. Case A
is almost HCCI combustion by early in-
jection at −200CAD, while cases B to E
(SOI from −50 to −15CAD) are PPC.

release rate. For SOI at −50CAD, the local equivalence ratios are not close to stoichiometric,
however, there is a strong radial stratification and a bit of angular stratification. As mentioned in
the previous section, the radially asymmetric pattern can be caused by the in-cylinder tumble
motion. This higher amount of stratification for case B, compared to case A, has lowered
the peak heat release rate. A higher stratification level for SOI at −25CAD (case C) has
lowered even more the peak heat release rate, however, local fuel/air ratios are getting close to
stoichiometric. For SOI −20 and −15CAD, higher and higher stratification levels are achieved,
but locally rich zones have changed the heat release rate behavior and increased the peak
heat release rate as mentioned for case D’ in the previous section.

Before discussing the spectroscopy results, it should be noted that these results were based
on spectrally resolved line-of-sight information, integrated over a narrow strip in the combustion
chamber (see the top left panel of Fig. 6.10), for a wavelength range from 270 to 540 nm. A
post-processing method was applied to distinguish broadband chemiluminescence (probably
due to larger, electronically excited, species) from thermal radiation (black body radiation:
soot), and several specific chemiluminescing species were identified (see section 4.3). Crank-
angle-resolved chemiluminescence intensities of different species are normalized by the total
luminosity of the combustion cycle to study the role of each species in a cycle.

For the almost homogeneous combustion, case A (SOI at −200CAD), broadband chemilumi-
nescence is the dominant luminosity source and no thermal radiation is detected, as expected
considering the locally lean regions. At the same time, since the fuel distribution is lean, local
temperatures are low, resulting in almost no OH* chemiluminescence. Broadband, CH* and
C *2 chemiluminescence all follow exactly the temporal behavior of the main heat release rate
(see Fig. 4.9a).

By moving towards stratified cases in the PPC regime, the role of broadband chemilumi-
nescence in the total cycle luminosity drops, while the thermal radiation appears late in the
combustion. There is no thermal radiation detected for case B, since there are no any locally
rich regions for this case, but for the higher stratification levels (cases C-E), the thermal radiation
appears. This is due to locally high equivalence ratios (> 1) that enhance the formation of
soot [5]. Note that the relative magnitudes of thermal radiation curves are not necessarily
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Figure 6.10: Fuel distributions at TDC (left) and species chemiluminescence intensities (right) for different
injection timings (Table 4.2). Species chemiluminescence intensities are normalized by the total intensity
of the combustion cycle to see the overall species behavior within a cycle. The legend in the center-right
graph holds for all others as well.
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representative of the relative magnitude of soot formation, since the thermal radiation is more
dependent on the temperature than the soot density (Planck’s distribution). Furthermore, the
role of OH* and C *2 chemiluminescence intensity in the total luminosity of a cycle increases
upon increasing fuel stratification. The exact chemical processes behind chemiluminescence
are not sufficiently understood, particularly at elevated pressures [54,65]. However this may
be, the increase of OH* and C *2 chemiluminescence intensity can be interpreted as a result
of higher temperature; locally higher equivalence ratios would produce higher combustion
temperature. The contribution of CH* chemiluminescence to the total cycle luminosity seems
to be less sensitive to fuel stratification compared to all other species, although the integrated
results of CH* chemiluminescence still increases with increasing fuel stratification (see Fig. 4.8).

Spectroscopy results of the almost-HCCI case (case A) show that this case does not follow
the general order of higher fuel stratification⇒ larger contribution of C *2 chemiluminescence
to the total cycle luminosity, which holds for all PPC cases (case B-E) discussed above. The
time-resolved C *2 chemiluminescence intensity of case A exactly follows the main heat release
rate, which has one of the highest peaks (Fig. 6.9). This can show a strong correlation between
C *2 formation and the main heat release rate in the HCCI regime. For PPC points, the C *2

chemiluminescence intensities start in the early stage of combustion, during the breaking of
big fuel molecules, and continues up to the time of main heat release rate. Still there is another
chemical mechanism for C *2 formation in this regime, at the late stage of combustion during
formation of soot particles [69], which can be seen in Fig. 6.10 as well (a tail for highly stratified
cases).

6.4.3 Fourier-based Stratification Analysis

A Fourier-based metric for combustion stratification was proposed in chapter 5, based on
the spatial frequency domain of OH* bandpass images. In this method, the stratification is
defined as the signal energy of an intermediate spatial frequency range (EA), normalized
by the maximum signal energy (Emax) [82]. This same method is applied in this section to
analyze the fuel stratification based on quantified results of fuel-tracer LIF. To evaluate the
fuel stratification, exactly the same method and equations (see section 5.3.2) are used as for
combustion stratification just by substituting “equivalence ratio” for “luminescence intensity”. To
determine the maximum signal energy, the maximum equivalence ratio is considered as 2 for
all cases. Note that equivalence ratio has a global meaning, while the intensity does not, hence
a global maximum equivalence ratio can be considered instead of local maximum intensities
used for combustion stratification analysis.

Results of fuel stratification at TDC as a function of SOI are illustrated in Fig. 6.11 for different
operating conditions (Table 5.2, Table 5.2 at a constant intake temperature, and Table 4.2).
Although these results are based on different operating conditions, there is a unique and strong
correlation between SOI and fuel stratification at TDC. These results confirm that ignition delay
plays a significant role in the mixing process. Furthermore, this fuel stratification metric can be
used as a tool to optimize the stratification in the PPC regime from different points of view, such
as emissions, efficiency, heat release rate and controllability. For instance, it can be seen from
the previous section that stratification lower that 0.035 will be accompanied by the absence of
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thermal radiation (soot formation), or that a fuel stratification level higher than 0.1 will result in a
high peak heat release rate. This optimization of fuel stratification based on this new metric
can also be implemented when using double and triple injection strategies to improve control
over the mixing.

Figure 6.11: Fourier-based fuel strati-
fication level at TDC as a function of
SOI for different operating conditions (Ta-
ble 5.2, Table 5.2 at a constant intake
temperature and Table 4.2). There is a
strong correlation between fuel stratifica-
tion and combustion stratification which
can be seen by comparing this figure to
Fig. 5.13.

6.4.4 Effects of Intake Temperature on Fuel Stratification

This section on the effect of intake temperature on fuel stratification is based on only few
experimental points investigated in this study, and the results should be taken as preliminary;
further investigation is highly recommended.

To see the effect of intake temperature, cases C’ and D’ (Table 5.2), with intake temperatures of
368 and 398K, respectively, are repeated with an intake temperature of 348K, without changing
any other parameter. Fuel molar density distribution and its average as a function of radius are
presented in Fig. 6.12 for an average of 100 cycles. Results are presented based on fuel molar
density to see the fuel distribution independent of oxygen percentage or the intake density.
For the present cases, the fuel stratification can better be seen when angularly averaged fuel
densities are plotted as a function of radius. For a homogeneous case a horizontal line is
expected, as was the case for case A’ in Fig. 6.6. When the temperature is reduced, the fuel
density as a function of radius becomes more constant, meaning that close to the center of
combustion chamber the mean fuel density increases compared to the higher temperature case,
while it decreases by moving away from the center, again compared to the higher temperature.
Results of Fourier-based stratification analysis, presented in Fig. 6.11, also show that the lower
intake temperature for cases C’ and D’ (Table 5.2, Tin = 348K) has resulted in lower fuel
stratification level for these cases.

The lower fuel stratification for lower temperature can be explained considering two facts. First,
at a lower intake temperature, the gas density is higher (since the intake pressure is kept
constant), resulting in a larger cone angle [83] which can improve mixing. Secondly, lower
temperature will result in lower viscosity (in gas phase) which increases the turbulence level
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(a) (b)

Figure 6.12: Mean fuel molar density distribution (a) and its average as a function of radius (b) for cases
C’ and D’ (Table 5.2) at different intake temperatures.

(Reynolds number) and consequently the mixing efficiency [84]. Note that the field of view is
limited in this study and the remaining area, which is out of FOV, might show different behavior.
It might have happened that more fuel is beyond the FOV for lower temperatures, caused by
increased spray penetration (the lower the gas temperature, the larger the liquid length [85]).
Hence, it is recommended to study the effects of intake temperature on mixing process more in
deep.

6.5 Conclusions

The objective of this study was to measure the fuel density distributions at different fuel stratifica-
tion levels and to investigate the effect of fuel stratification level on combustion and heat release
rate behavior. Fuel-tracer LIF measurements were performed in a light-duty optical engine
in a horizontal planar cross-section at the middle of combustion chamber at TDC. Quantified
results of the fuel distribution were obtained by measuring the temperature dependency of
the toluene fluorescence signal and implementing a thermodynamic model. Results of fuel
distributions were compared to the results of high-speed OH* bandpass imaging and the
high-speed spectroscopy to investigate the effects of fuel stratification on ignition, combustion,
thermal radiation and various chemiluminescing species. The following is concluded based on
our results:

• Fuel stratification can either decrease or increase the peak heat release rate, depending
on the stratification pattern and the values of equivalence ratio.

• In the nearly homogeneous regimes, small inhomogeneities or mild gradients in fuel
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distribution are the main parameters affecting the heat release rate.

• In the PPC regime, the angular stratification plays a significant role to diminish the peak
heat release rate, however, high local equivalence ratios (close to one and higher) should
be avoided, e.g. by enhancing the mixing efficiency.

• Thermal radiation in the PPC regime can be zero if high local equivalence ratios (> 1)
are avoided.

• The role of OH* chemiluminescence intensity in combustion luminosity increases with
the level of fuel stratification, and is essentially absent in HCCI conditions.

• Fourier-based analysis of fuel distribution can provide an objective metric for fuel strat-
ification. Results show the fuel stratification at TDC strongly correlates with start of
injection.
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Turbulence and Stratification
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7.1 Introduction

Very low NOx and soot emissions coupled with high efficiency have made PPC an attractive
research topic for CI combustion [5, 86, 87]. The long ignition delay of PPC (compared with
conventional diesel combustion), achieved by using gasoline-like fuels and Exhaust Gas
Recirculation (EGR), increases the level of premixing and prevents the persistence of locally
rich zones during combustion, resulting in low soot formation, and low temperature combustion,
leading to less NOx formation [88–90].

PPC provides better controllability compared to HCCI due to higher levels of mixture stratification
(spatial inhomogeneities). This level of mixture inhomogeneity, adjustable by injection timing
and injection strategy, can be used as a tool to control combustion phasing [21, 91]. The
mixing process is mainly governed by the injection process and is highly dependent on flow
and turbulence from start of injection (SOI) till start of combustion (SOC) [92]. The outcome of
this process determines the ignition timing and the combustion duration, the most important
parameters to be controlled. Hence, in order to better understand mixture formation in PPC,
investigating the flow structure and turbulence from injection up to combustion is an essential
milestone.

Flow field measurements have been carried out in optical engines for a single point, a two-
dimensional plane or a three-dimensional volume, depending on the purpose of the research.
Laser Doppler Anemometry (LDA) uses the Doppler shift of scattered laser light to determine
the velocity at a single point, and is implemented in optical engines to measure velocity
vectors at critical points, like the spark plug area in SI engines or the piston bowl area in
Diesel engines [93–95]. Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) can be applied in an optical engine
as a non-intrusive laser diagnostic technique to measure flow fields in a two-dimensional
plane [92, 96–98]. In this technique, a pair of images is captured over a short time interval
of Mie scattered light off seeding particles which should be chosen such that they faithfully
follow the flow. Velocity vector fields can later be calculated from particle displacements in
the image pairs. The PIV technique can also be used for three-dimensional measurements,
so-called Tomo PIV, which needs two, three or four cameras depending on the number of
velocity components to be measured and the seeding density [99].

To investigate the mixing process inside the combustion chamber, single-point measurements
do not provide sufficient spatial information. Three dimensional measurements (Tomo PIV), on
the other hand, are significantly more expensive and time costly (from a post-processing point
of view). Two-dimensional PIV can still provide global information about the mixing process
if a proper plane is chosen, while it is not too expensive and much less time consuming for
post-processing compared with 3D PIV. Hence, high-speed 2D PIV is employed in this study to
investigate the flow and turbulence structures during mixing and combustion.

For PPC regimes, PIV has been used to measure the 2D in-cylinder flow structures [92,96–
98, 100]. One of the first studies was conducted by Miles et al. [96], who measured vertical
plane velocity fields inside the piston bowl and the squish region of a light duty (LD) optical
engine (Volvo D5). They describe the bulk flow structures, and investigate the mixing process
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7.2 PIV Setup

and the formation of emissions. The measured velocity fields also indicate the locations of
heat release [97]. However, their PIV measurements were carried out with a low repetition rate
(10Hz). Consequently, the turbulence behavior, as an important parameter which affects the
mixing process, was not measured in itself (mixed with cycle-to-cycle variations). High-speed
PIV gives the opportunity to measure cycle-resolved turbulence. One of the first high-speed
PIV measurements (3 kHz) of the PPC mixing process was performed by Zegers et al. [98],
who studied flow structure in a horizontal plane close to the cylinder head of a heavy-duty (HD)
optical engine. Their measurements concerned non-reactive conditions to see the effects of
injection timings and strategies on the flow field. High-speed PIV was recently implemented by
Wang et al. [92] and Tanov et al. [100] in a Volvo D5 optical engine for both non-reactive and
reactive conditions, respectively, for different injection strategies. Their measurements were
carried out for every 2CAD (2.4 kHz) which resulted in a relatively long time scale for extraction
of cycle-resolved turbulence.

In the present research, the resolution of the PIV system corresponds to 1CAD, to reduce
the time scale of measurements and to improve results on cycle-resolved turbulence. Both
non-reactive and reactive conditions are studied to better understand injection, mixing, ignition
and combustion phenomena for various injection timings. Using skip-fire mode for experiments
(one fire per five cycles) allows to compare each fired cycle with its previous motored one. This
provided a normalization option to compare results of, for example, different intake temperatures
which have different turbulence levels. Furthermore, for the first time, PIV results for 5-hole and
7-hole injectors have been compared to investigate their effect on flow, turbulence and heat
release behavior of PPC combustion.

Experiments are performed at Lund University on a VOLVO D5 light-duty optical engine,
identical to the one used for the work presented in previous chapters (at Eindhoven University
of Technology). Operating conditions of this study are also similar to those earlier experiments
(chapters 3-6). The results presented in this chapter are mostly from Ref [84], derived from the
same experimental campaign as the publications by Wang et al. [101] and Tanov et al. [102].

7.2 PIV Setup

Details of the optical engine and general operating conditions used for this study are already dis-
cussed in section 2.7. Figure 7.1 shows the high-speed PIV setup used for our measurements.
The aim is to measure fluid velocity in a vertical planar cross-section through the centerline of
one of the fuel sprays to study the injection-driven turbulence and flow characteristics during
air/fuel mixing. Titanium dioxide (TiO2) powder with an average particle diameter of 2-3µm and
a density of 4260 kg/m3 is used as PIV seeding. Assuming Stokes flow, the time constant (t0)
characterizing the ability of these particles to follow flow velocity changes is about 30µs at TDC
thermodynamic conditions (a pressure of 35 bar and a temperature of 900K). This is smaller
than the estimated Kolmogorov time scale, so our seeding particles should be able to follow the
flow and turbulence quite well. The TiO2 powder has been baked for 24 h before experiments
to avoid particle agglomeration, and is supplied from a cylindrical container fed by a swirling
airflow to make a homogeneous air-seeding mixture. The seeding stream is controlled by a
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7.2 PIV Setup

mass flow meter before mixing with air-EGR at the intake manifold.

Figure 7.1: Schematic of high-speed PIV
setup. A double-pulse vertical light sheet
at 527 nm with an interval of 15µs passes
through the combustion chamber, at the
center line of one of sprays, every crank
angle degree. Image pairs of illuminated
TiO2 particles (seeded at the intake air)
are captured from side view using the
high-speed camera. The field of view is
limited to half of the piston bowl as shown
in the figure (red color).

A commercial diode-pumped double-cavity Nd:YLF high-speed laser (DualPower 30-1000,
λ = 527 nm) is used as PIV light source. The laser is synchronized with the crankshaft encoder
to fire a double-pulse light sheet every crank angle degree (4.8 kHz) with an interval of 15µs. A
light sheet optics unit is used to provide a diverging light sheet with a height of 25mm (same
height as the optical liner). The light sheet passes immediately below the injector tip with a
thickness less than 1mm. The energy of each laser pulse after all mirrors and optics (just
before passing through the engine liner) is 13mJ.

A high-speed Phantom V710 CMOS camera is used to capture image pairs from side view every
crank angle degree. Table 7.1 shows specifications of the imaging system. Each exposure
time comprises one of the laser pulses; a little more time for the second exposure to allow the
camera to finalize recording of the first exposure. The field of view is limited to only one side of
the piston bowl because of the symmetric geometry of the combustion chamber (see Fig. 7.1).

Imaging the squish region and the piston bowl simultaneously was not feasible. Hence, another
set of experiments was performed to capture the flow structure in the squish region, under
nominally the same experimental conditions. Flow fields from the piston bowl and the squish
region are merged to each other whenever needed. Piston bowl measurements are performed
from −30 to 30CAD (ATDC), while squish region measurements are performed from −45 to
45CAD. Capturing the narrow squish region from −20 to 20CAD was not possible due to low
laser power close to the cylinder head (affected by piston reflection as well) and insufficient
resolution of the images in that small region.
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7.2 PIV Setup

Table 7.1: Specifications of the imaging system.

Camera Phantom V710
Imaging sensor 8 bit CMOS
Resolution 976 × 640 pixel2

Frame rate 4800 pairs/s

Exposure time of 1st frame 87µs
Exposure time of 2nd frame 120µs
Objective lens AF Nikkor, f = 105mm, visible-light
Aperture f/16

7.2.1 Operating Conditions

The general operating conditions are explained in sections 2.6 and 2.7. The engine is motored
at 800 rpm, based on a skip-fire mode (one fire per five cycles). To investigate the effect of SOI
on flow characteristics of Partially Premixed Combustion, SOI is swept from −60 to −15CAD
(ATDC) for two different injectors (5- and 7-hole). The operating conditions are detailed in Table
7.2. The injection durations are 2.5 and 2.6CAD for 5-hole and 7-hole injectors, respectively, to
inject the same amount of fuel (12.4mg/cycle) at a pressure of 850 bar. Hence, the accumulated
heat release is representative for the combustion efficiency of these experimental points as
represented in Table 7.2. Intake temperature is tuned to keep the CA50 constant (7.0±0.8CAD

ATDC), while the intake oxygen is kept constant at 20 vol.%.

Table 7.2: Different injection timings and intake temperatures.

5-hole Injector (orifice diameter: 159µm)

SOI Intake Tem-
perature

SOC
(CA05) CA50 Accumulated

heat release
[CAD] [K] [CAD] [CAD] [J/cycle]
−60.0 423 −3.0 6.4 206.1

−25.0 393 −0.8 7.3 276.2

−22.5 368 −0.5 6.3 343.5

−20.0 363 1.0 7.7 373.4

−17.5 383 1.5 7.3 385.4

−15.0 411 2.1 6.8 381.1

7-hole Injector (orifice diameter: 140µm)
−60.0 403 −2.5 7.6 240.9

−25.0 363 −1.0 7.6 319.7

−22.5 353 −0.5 7.1 372.9

−20.0 343 0.2 6.5 421.3

−17.5 353 1.4 7.3 424.2

−15.0 383 2.1 7.2 420.8
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7.3 PIV Post-Processing

7.3 PIV Post-Processing

7.3.1 Image Distortion and Adaptive PIV

Image distortion, caused by the re-entrant piston bowl geometry, has considerable effects
on PIV results, and needs to be corrected for. The dewarping procedure includes imaging a
reference target with and without distortion. Based on these two images, a local weighted-mean
algorithm is implemented in Matlab to correct all images. Fig. 7.2 shows the reference target
image with distortion and after distortion correction. In this study, a dot target was used, with
uniformly located dot markers (1mm× 1mm) on its surface.

(a) (b)

Figure 7.2: Dot target image: (a) raw image before distortion correction; (b) after distortion correction. All
PIV images are dewarped in the same way before post-processing.

The commercial PIV software of Dantec Dynamics is used for post-processing of dewarped PIV
images based on an adaptive PIV method. This method could iteratively adjust size, shape and
orientation of Integrative Area (IA) to cover a wider range of particle movements. The IA size is
adjusted from 8× 8 pixels to 64× 64 pixels for our measurements. This adaption is beneficial
for PIV measurements in engine conditions with direct injection which includes a wide range of
velocities. During injection, fuel droplets of the spray will also scatter the light, so that they, too,
can act as seeding particles and are useful for calculation of PIV vectors in those regions to
achieve the flow field of the spray [92].

7.3.2 Ensemble Average Velocity and Cycle-resolved Turbulence

Ensemble averages of flow fields will provide the overall behavior of in-cylinder flow and would
be the first step to understand the mixing process and combustion. In this study, 43 fired cycles
are measured for each experimental operating condition. The ensemble average of any velocity
component at a given time and location, ŪEA, is calculated form:
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7.3 PIV Post-Processing

ŪEA(θ) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

U(θ, i) (7.1)

where U is one of the two instantaneous velocity components, θ is the crank angle degree, i is
the cycle index and N is the number of cycles (that is, N = 43 in this case).

In order to assess the fluctuations in the flow field, we need to extract a measure for the
turbulence from the PIV images. A parameter that is often used to this end is the rms value
of velocity fluctuations, derived from a preferably large number of instantaneous velocity field
realizations. In our case, however, this is not an attractive idea, because of the occurrence
of cycle-to-cycle variations between individual engine strokes, that also affect the mean flow
(relative to which the velocity fluctuations would be defined). We would prefer to use a measure
for turbulence within each individual cycle. The high-speed PIV sequences should in principle
allow that, a prerequisite being that a mean flow field can be derived. This is not a trivial issue,
the more so because we cannot evaluate the out-of-plane velocities. A pragmatic approach is
followed here, based on variations in the velocity field over a few crank angles [92,100]:

u′(θ, i) =

√√√√ 1

M

M∑
j=1

[U(θ +
2j −M − 1

2
∆θ, i)− Ū(θ, i)]2 (7.2)

where u′ is the cycle-resolved fluctuating velocity component, at crank angle θ and cycle index
i. ∆θ is the CAD step size (1CAD for our measurements), and M is the total number of crank
angle degrees in the considered time window. In our study M equals five, implying that, for any
θ, the velocity fields of five CADs are considered, i.e. θ + l ·∆θ with l = −2,−1, 0, 1, 2. The
mean velocity at the center CAD is calculated from:

Ū(θ, i) =
1

M

M∑
j=1

C(j)U(θ +
2j −M − 1

2
∆θ, i) (7.3)

where C(j) is a sine weight factor:

C(j) =
sin( j

M+1
π)∑M

j=1 sin( j
M+1

π)
j = 1, 2, ...,M. (7.4)

Obviously,
∑M
j=1 C(j) = 1.

Our measure for turbulence is essentially the rms-value of the velocity changes over a few
crank angles. We realize the shortcomings of this parameter, for instance its being sensitive to
the structure of the out-of-plane flow field, but expect it to at least scale with the real amount
of turbulence present in the instantaneous flow field. In our study, M equals five since the
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7.4 Results and Discussion

time scale of the phenomena in the engine operating conditions cannot be bigger than a few
crank angle degrees. The absolute fluctuating velocity at a given time and location (U ′(θ, i)) is
calculated from the square root of the sum of the squares of the fluctuating velocity components:

U ′(θ, i) =

√
u′x(θ, i)2 + u′y(θ, i)2 (7.5)

where u′x(θ, i) and u′y(θ, i) are fluctuating velocity components calculated from Eq. (7.2). The
fluctuating velocity at a given CAD is determined later by averaging the absolute fluctuating
velocities of all positions in the piston bowl and all cycles.

For presenting turbulence results, the fluctuating velocity (Eq. (7.5)) at a given CAD is normal-
ized by the mean fluctuating velocity of the previous motoring cycle from −30 to 30CAD. This
is called the turbulence level. Motoring measurements are performed based on the skip-fire
mode, meaning that for each fire cycle, the PIV images of the previous motoring cycles are
recorded as well. This normalization method allows to compare turbulence levels of different
operating conditions with different intake temperatures (Table 7.2). The same averaging and
normalization method is used to calculate the normalized velocity at a given CAD.

7.4 Results and Discussion

PIV measurements are processed in combination with heat release analysis of pressure traces
to study effects of flow characteristics on mixing and combustion behavior. Turbulence has
a significant effect on mixing, ignition timing and duration of PPC. Hence, turbulence is the
main focus of this chapter. In this section, the flow field of PPC is discussed first. Next, effects
of injection timing on flow and heat release characteristics are investigated. Reactive and
non-reactive cases are compared, and finally, differences between 5-hole and 7-hole injectors
are examined.

7.4.1 Flow Characteristics of PPC: from SOI to End of Combustion

Typical curves for pressure, rate of heat release and turbulence level of PPC combustion are
illustrated in Fig. 7.3 (SOI: −17.5CAD, 7-hole injector). The magnitude of the error bars is
similar in other experimental results. Hence, for the sake of clarity, they are not included in the
following graphs.

Various phenomena which affect flow characteristics in the combustion chamber occur from
−30 to 30CAD, including compression, injection, mixing during the ignition delay, combustion
and expansion. Each step is detailed below in combination with the velocity fields shown
in Fig. 7.4. There is a small area close to the piston bowl rim in which the laser sheet was
reflected, causing unreliable PIV data. That is the reason velocity vectors are absent in this
region in Fig. 7.4.
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7.4 Results and Discussion

Figure 7.3: Characteristic time develop-
ment of pressure trace, rate of heat re-
lease (ROHR) and turbulence level in
PPC for injection timing at −17.5CAD
ATDC using a 7-hole injector. The labeled
arrows indicate the phases discussed in
the text (COMP: compression, INJ: injec-
tion, COMB: combustion, and EXP: ex-
pansion).

Compression: By approaching TDC from −30CAD, the flow is mainly governed by upward
piston motion and the flow velocity decreases as the piston velocity decreases. This is clearly
visible in Fig. 7.4 by comparing velocity directions and magnitudes at −26 and −18CAD.
However, the turbulence level is increasing upon approaching TDC (see Fig. 7.3). The upward
motion of the piston compresses the flow in the squish region and pushes it into the piston
bowl. The interaction of this squish flow with swirl motion enhances the turbulence level in the
combustion chamber [92].

Injection: There is a little hydraulic delay causing the spray to reach the piston bowl at−16CAD
for SOI of −17.5CAD ATDC (see Fig. 7.4). The flow field at −16CAD shows that the spray
penetrates the piston bowl and at −15CAD the spray has stabilized and caused a clockwise
vortex, governed by the piston bowl geometry. Another significant flow structure which is
created during injection is air entrainment, large upward vectors below the injector tip especially
at the beginning of the injection. This air entrainment behavior is exactly similar to that seen
and discussed by Zegers et al. [98]. The spray velocity is higher than the piston velocity and
the mean velocity in the combustion chamber. Hence, the mean velocity (in the chosen PIV
plane) dramatically increases by the injection. It also effects the turbulence level within the
combustion chamber, increasing it by a factor of 2 to 4 (depending on the injection timing).

Ignition delay: The vortex inside the piston bowl, driven by the spray, persists during ignition
delay. By approaching TDC, the flow in the squish region is pushed into the piston bowl,
supporting the clockwise vortex [92, 95, 97, 100]. This vortex structure improves the mixing
process, even though turbulence level and mean velocity decrease after the end of injection (see
Figs. 7.3 and 7.4). The (out-of-plane) swirl motion can also cause a velocity and turbulence drop
in the observation plane [103]. However, different decreasing rates of velocity and turbulence
level shown in Figures 7.6 and 7.7 for different injection timings prove that this decrease cannot
be only caused by the swirl motion since the swirl ratio was the same for all cases. This velocity
and turbulence drop decreases the mixing efficiency until the start of combustion.

Combustion: Strong turbulence during combustion and auto-ignition causes random behavior
in the flow field inside the piston bowl. Hence, the mean flow field does not show a clear flow
structure. Comparing flow fields at 6 and 7CAD indicates that high mean velocity regions
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7.4 Results and Discussion

Figure 7.4: Mean flow field at different crank angle degrees for SOI at −17.5CAD ATDC using the 7-hole
injector (units in ms−1). Red arrows indicate the overall flow behaviors.
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7.4 Results and Discussion

move through the piston bowl, showing the motion of the combustion region [92,100]. Mean
velocity and turbulence levels during combustion follow the heat release rate quite well, in other
words, an increase in the rate of heat release is followed by an increase of mean velocity and
turbulence level and vice versa.

Expansion: After the end of combustion, the flow is again governed by piston motion, and the
mean velocity increases as the piston velocity increases. The inner wall of the piston bowl at
the right side has the highest effect on the flow field, by trapping and pushing the flow downward
(Fig. 7.4). By the expansion of the squish region, flow goes from the piston bowl into the squish
region (see Fig. 7.4 at 26CAD) [92,95,97,100].

7.4.2 Effects of Injection Timing

Injection timing is one of the main factors to control combustion phasing and the smoothness
of heat release rate. Ignition delay (= mixing time) depends on the injection timing, and the
amount of combustion stratification is governed by that. In this study, the combustion phasing
is kept constant at 7 ± 0.7CAD ATDC, meaning that later injection causes less mixing time
(ignition delay). The mixing process from SOI until −3CAD (minimum SOC for all cases) is
not affected by combustion, and can be investigated from a mixing efficiency point of view.
Experimental results presented in this section are obtained with a 7-hole injector and based on
operating conditions mentioned in Table. 7.2.

Figure 7.5: Heat release rate for differ-
ent injection timings using 7-hole injector.
Combustion phasing is kept constant at
7 ± 0.7CAD ATDC by tuning the intake
temperature (see Table 7.2). Minimum
SOC for all cases is at −3CAD ATDC.

Figure 7.5 shows the heat release rate behavior for 4 different injection timings between −60
and−15CAD ATDC. There are three main parameters affecting the smoothness of heat release
rate: mixture temperature, mixture homogeneity and the turbulence level at SOC. From Table
7.2 it follows that the intake temperature for SOI −15CAD is 40K higher than that for SOI
−20CAD, causing a higher peak heat release rate in the former case. Less mixing time for SOI
−15CAD compared to all other points can increase the mixture stratification and induce local
equivalence ratios closer to stoichiometry, resulting in the highest peak heat release rate as
discussed in chapter 6. The relatively high turbulence level can also speed up the combustion
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7.4 Results and Discussion

process resulting in the highest peak heat release rate as will be discussed in detail in the next
section. However, comparing intake temperatures of SOI −20CAD (343K) with SOI −25 and
−60CAD (363 and 403K, respectively) does not explain the smoothness of ROHR for these
cases, as the higher intake temperature has nevertheless led to lower peak heat release rate.
Hence, mixture homogeneity and turbulence are the main controlling factors of ROHR behavior
in our experiments. It should be mentioned that the experiment with SOI −60CAD has lower
combustion efficiency (see Table 7.2), attributable to a large amount of fuel trapped in the
crevice volumes (as discussed in chapter 3).

Mixture stratification is mainly governed by ignition delay (available time to mix) and mixing
efficiency. Increased mixing duration provides more homogeneity if the mixing efficiencies
would be similar for all cases. In principle, stronger turbulence will increase mixing. This
can now be studied with the PIV results of velocity and turbulence level. Figures 7.6 and
7.7 demonstrate mean velocity and turbulence level as a function of crank angle for different
injection timings.

Figure 7.6: Normalized velocity versus
crank angle degrees for different injection
timings using 7-hole injector. The nor-
malization is based on the mean velocity
(over time and space) of the previous mo-
toring cycle from −30-30CAD. Normal-
ized velocity of a motoring case is also
shown as a reference.

Figure 7.7: Mean turbulence level (over
space) versus crank angle degrees for
different injection timings using 7-hole in-
jector. The turbulence level is defined as
the fluctuating velocity (Eq. (7.5)) at a
given CAD, normalized by the mean fluc-
tuating velocity of the previous motoring
cycle from −30 to 30CAD. Turbulence
level of a motoring case is also shown as
a reference.

These results show that later injection leads to higher mean velocity and turbulence level inside
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7.4 Results and Discussion

the piston bowl. This behavior is probably caused by the geometry and the position of the piston
bowl relative to the spray targeting. The decay rates of mean velocity and turbulence level after
the end of injection are also higher for later injections. Nevertheless, higher turbulence levels
are achieved at SOC for later injections, speeding up the combustion process. On the other
hand, the mixing efficiency would be higher for later injections based on the higher velocities and
turbulence levels, which would be a trade off with mixing duration to affect mixture homogeneity.
Based on our operating conditions, effects of mixing duration and the turbulence level at SOC
seem to overcome the effects of mixing efficiency on charge stratification, since steeper heat
release rates are achieved for later injections with shorter ignition delays. Results presented
in chapter 3 shows that combustion stratification drops upon retarding the SOI from −25 to
−15CAD ATDC for similar operating conditions (see Fig. 3.15). In those experiments CA50
was not kept constant and these different injection timings had almost the same ignition delays
and intake temperatures. Hence, the only parameter affecting the combustion homogeneity
was mixing efficiency, which can be explained by these PIV results, proving higher mixing
efficiencies by later injections.

In contrast with the low velocity magnitudes of the mean flow field shown in Fig. 7.4 at 6 and
7CAD (around CA50), the mean velocity magnitudes derived from individual cycles show a
significant increase during combustion (see Fig. 7.6). Velocity vectors of individual cycles
during auto-ignition are large and directionally unstructured. Hence, their mean magnitudes
are large while the mean flow field (average of velocity vectors over 43 cycles) shows small
velocity vectors.

For SOI −60CAD, the turbulence and velocity behaviors inside the piston bowl were not
accessible during injection. As expected, the flow field does not show any spray-related
features, and we will omit the results for this SOI-case in the remainder.

7.4.3 Injection-Driven vs Combustion-Driven Turbulence

Comparing flows for reactive and non-reactive operating conditions (20 and 0 vol.% oxygen,
respectively) allows to distinguish between injection-driven and combustion-driven flow charac-
teristics. Figure 7.8 compares the turbulence level of reactive and non-reactive cycles for three
different injection timings using a 5-hole injector. Clearly, the second bump (between 0-10CAD)
in the turbulence level is combustion-driven turbulence which is absent in non-reactive cycles.

The combustion-driven increase in turbulence level can be estimated by subtraction of the non-
reactive turbulence level from the reactive one from TDC to 30CAD where the combustion has
ended. Injection-driven turbulence level, on the other hand, can be determined by subtraction
of motoring turbulence level from the fired one up to TDC (start of combustion). TDC is chosen
as a reference point for separation of combustion from mixing, since the average CA05 for
our experiments is at TDC. The injection-driven turbulence level at SOC is determined by
averaging of the injection-driven turbulence level from −5CAD to TDC. Figure 7.9a shows
the injection-driven turbulence level at SOC as a function of injection timing. Obviously, by
retarding the injection, the injection-driven turbulence level at SOC is linearly increasing.
Figure 7.9b demonstrates a linear decrease of combustion-driven turbulence level by later
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Figure 7.8: Comparison of reactive (R)
and non-reactive (NR) turbulence level
behaviors for different injection timings
using 5-hole injector. Operating condi-
tions of reactive and non-reactive cases
are exactly the same, except for oxy-
gen percentage (20 and 0 vol.%, respec-
tively).

injection. Note that the maximum combustion-driven turbulence level does not change much
for different injection timings (see Figs. 7.6 and 7.8). However, the duration of combustion has
a considerable effect on the mean combustion-driven turbulence level which is averaged from
TDC to 30CAD.

Figure 7.9: (a): Mean of the injection-driven turbu-
lence level at SOC as a function of SOI. (b): Mean of
the combustion-driven turbulence level as a function
of start of injection. (c): Mean of the combustion-
driven turbulence level as a function of the injection-
driven turbulence level at SOC. Linear fits (blue
color) are added to all figures. Results are based
on a 5-hole injector (see Table T4-2 for operating
conditions).
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7.4 Results and Discussion

The mean combustion-driven turbulence level as a function of the injection-driven turbulence
level at SOC is shown in Fig. 7.9c; obviously, they are linearly related as well. Higher injection-
driven turbulence level at start of combustion would speed up the combustion process [104]
and consequently the mean combustion-driven turbulence level decreases linearly. Note that
the effect of swirl motion is not seen in our measurements, meaning that the center of the
combustion cloud during the main heat release is not within the spray cross-section plane which
we have measured. Hence, we recommend using volumetric simulations to better understand
the effects of injection-driven turbulence level on the combustion-driven one.

POD Analysis

To see the role of cycle-resolved turbulence in cycle-to-cycle flow variations, our cycle-resolved
turbulence results are compared to cycle-to-cycle flow variation results of Tanov et al. [100].
They used the phase-invariant proper orthogonal decomposition (POD) technique to investigate
the cyclic-variations on in-cylinder flows of different injection strategies, based on the same PIV
experimental setup and similar operating conditions as used in this study.

The POD decomposition technique provides a classification method based on an energy
criterion by which the mean flow is seen as a superposition of coherent structures. From
their temporal coefficients it is possible to characterize the cycle to cycle variations, in which
turbulence is playing a key role. Liu et al. showed that the standard deviation of POD coefficients
is representative for cycle-to-cycle flow variations [105].

Figure 7.10 shows the standard deviation of all POD coefficients as a function of CAD for SOI
at −16CAD. The POD coefficients are obtained by projecting the POD modes onto the original
velocity fields. More details regarding the POD analysis and operating conditions can be found
in Ref. [100].

Figure 7.10: Standard deviation of POD
coefficients over 44 fire cycles for SOI at
−16CAD [100]. The standard deviation
of POD coefficients can be considered as
an index for cycle-to-cycle flow variations
[105].

Injection-driven and combustion-driven turbulence can also be distinguished in Fig. 7.10. The
temporal behavior of standard deviation of POD coefficients is similar to that of turbulence level
(for example Fig. 7.7). Considering the standard deviation of POD coefficients as an index
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7.4 Results and Discussion

for cycle-to-cycle flow variations [105], it can be concluded that turbulence is one of the main
factors affecting the cycle-to-cycle flow variations for our PPC operating conditions.

7.4.4 Comparison of 7-hole and 5-hole injectors

The 5-hole injector has bigger orifice diameters (159µm) compared to the 7-hole injector
(140µm), ensuring almost equal spray velocities but higher mass flow rate per spray for the
5-hole injector. Figure 7.11 compares the turbulence levels for these two injectors for different
injection timings. During the mixing time there are only small differences between the two
injectors, the 5-hole injector may cause a slightly larger increase of the turbulence, but this lies
within the range of error bars (see Fig. 7.3 for the uncertainty range of turbulence level). As
a conclusion, we see a similar injection-driven turbulence level per individual spray for both
5-hole and 7-hole injectors.

Figure 7.11: Comparison of turbulence
level behaviors of 5-hole and 7-hole injec-
tors for different injection timings. A simi-
lar injection-driven turbulence level per in-
dividual spray is seen for both 5-hole and
7-hole injectors, while the combustion-
driven turbulence level for the 7-hole in-
jector is higher than for the 5-hole injec-
tor.

Higher peak heat release rates are achieved by using the 7-hole injector, as shown in Fig. 7.12,
even though the intake temperatures are a little bit lower compared to those of the 5-hole
injector experiments (see Table 7.2). Hence, the heat release rate behavior has to be related to
differences in homogeneity and flow characteristics. The results also show that combustion
efficiency for the 7-hole injector is a little higher than for the 5-hole injector (see Table 7.2).
Individual sprays of both nozzles behaving similarly, the total turbulence produced by a nozzle
will scale with the number of holes. Hence, the 7-hole injector causes more turbulence and
kinetic energy in the piston bowl compared to the 5-hole injector. Consequently, we can expect
less stratification of both fuel and combustion for the 7-hole injector. Higher turbulence levels at
SOC will result in faster combustion as discussed in the previous section. Hence, higher peak
heat release rates are achieved for a 7-hole injector, with a better mixing and higher combustion
efficiencies.

The maximum combustion-driven turbulence level for the 7-hole injector is noticeably higher
than for the 5-hole injector. This difference cannot be explained by higher peak heat release
rates since the combustion-driven turbulence level results presented in Fig. 7.6 show that the
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7.5 Conclusions

Figure 7.12: Comparison of heat release
rate of 5-hole and 7-hole injectors for
different injection timings. Combustion
phasing is kept constant at 7± 0.7CAD

ATDC by tuning the intake temperature
(see Table 7.2). Higher peak heat release
rates are achieved by using the 7-hole in-
jector compared to the 5-hole injector.

maximum combustion-driven turbulence level is almost the same for different ROHR behaviors.
Although not visible in our results, it is hypothesized that interactions are stronger between 7
combustion clouds (7-hole injector) compared to 5 clouds (5-hole injector), resulting in higher
turbulence level, heat release rate and combustion efficiency.

7.5 Conclusions

The objective of this study was to measure cycle-resolved flow characteristics of PPC from
injection to the end of combustion. High-speed PIV measurements were performed in a light-
duty optical engine in a vertical planar cross-section in the piston bowl and the squish region
containing the centerline of one of the sprays. The flow field, mean velocity and turbulence level
for different injection timings were analyzed. Injection-driven and combustion-driven turbulence
level were identified based on reactive and non-reactive conditions. Finally, flow characteristics
of two different injectors with 5 and 7 holes were compared to investigate their effects on PPC.

The following is concluded based on our results:

Flow characteristics of PPC:

• During injection, the turbulence level noticeably increases by 2 to 4 times depending on
the injection timing. The vortex inside the piston bowl, driven by the spray, persists during
the ignition delay period.

• After the end of injection, turbulence level and mean velocity decrease, which decreases
the mixing efficiency until the start of combustion.

• During combustion, mean velocity and turbulence level follow the heat release rate quite
well.

• After the end of combustion, flow features are governed by the piston downward motion.
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7.5 Conclusions

• Turbulence is one of the main factors affecting the cycle-to-cycle flow variations in PPC
regime.

Effects of injection timing:

• Later injection (up to a certain point) causes higher mean velocity and turbulence level
inside the piston bowl, and consequently higher mixing efficiency.

• Later injection causes higher injection-driven turbulence at SOC, and consequently higher
peak heat release rate.

• Later injection results in less combustion-driven turbulence.

5-hole vs 7-hole injector:

• The injection-driven turbulence per individual spray is similar for both 5-hole and 7-hole
injectors, indicating identical spray behavior.

• The 7-hole injector leads to higher peak heat release rates, better mixing and higher
combustion efficiency compared to the 5-hole injector.

• The 7-hole injector produces higher combustion-driven turbulence than the 5-hole injector.
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8.1 Introduction

8.1 Introduction

The main objective of this study was to optically investigate different aspects of stratification
for partially premixed combustion for further understanding this combustion concept. A light-
duty optical engine was used and different optical diagnostic techniques were implemented
to study the combustion process. To summarize the study, three main topics, based on the
research objectives, are generally discussed below. Firstly, various aspects of stratification in
the PPC regime are summarized, starting from the mixing process, followed by fuel and thermal
stratifications as the outcome of the mixing process, and finally the combustion process and
stratification. Secondly, the proposed Fourier-based stratification index is discussed. Finally,
quantification of laser and optical diagnostics is commented upon.

8.2 PPC and Stratification

Mixing

The fuel/air mixing process starts by injection, is governed by time and fluid flow characteristics,
and ends by combustion. Fuel and thermal stratification at the start of combustion are the
outcome of this mixing process.

Injection timing, as one of the main PPC-controlling parameters, has been investigated through-
out this study in the range of −340 to −10CAD. Shadowgraphy results showed that later
injection (up to TDC) results in faster evaporation and shorter spray penetration. Both can
be explained by higher in-cylinder charge temperature and pressure. PIV results showed
that later injection leads to higher mean velocity and turbulence levels inside the piston bowl.
Although the decay rates of mean velocity and turbulence level after the end of injection are
also higher for later injections, higher turbulence levels persist up to SOC for later injections.
The overall conclusion is that later injection would provide higher mixing efficiency, based on
higher evaporation rate, shorter liquid penetration and higher turbulence levels. Hence, a more
homogeneous mixture and combustion might be expected for later injections, if everything else
particularly the ignition delay would be unchanged. This fact is illustrated by Fig. 3.15, where
it can be seen that combustion stratification decreases by retarding the injection timing from
−22.5 to −15CAD, under condition of almost constant ignition delay.

However, everything else is not the same during a stroke, and notably the ignition delay seems
to be a major governing parameter for the mixing process. Longer ignition delay would provide
more mixing time and consequently a more homogeneous mixture at the start of combustion.
Results of fuel stratification at TDC for different injection timings, presented in Fig. 6.11 based
on fuel tracer LIF measurements, showed that for later injections, fuel stratification is much
higher, although the mixing efficiency is higher for later injections. Hence, mixing duration
(ignition delay) is the governing parameter in the mixing process, at least for the PPC operating
conditions used in this study. However, for similar ignition delays, higher mixing efficiency of
later injections reduces the fuel and combustion stratification.
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8.3 Stratification Index

Combustion

The outcome of the mixing process determines the subsequent combustion behavior and its
stratification level.

Although it is still under debate whether a flame structure is dominant in the PPC regime or
it is all volumetric auto-ignition, we saw some evidence that supports the case for a flame
structure in the PPC regime. High-speed OH* bandpass images showed a strong flame
propagation structure for PPC, although it was too fast. High-speed PIV studies of reactive
and non-reactive operating conditions allowed to distinguish between injection-driven and
combustion-driven flow characteristics, showing that the injection-driven turbulence at the start
of combustion inversely correlates with the combustion duration and the combustion-driven
turbulence. In principle, volumetric auto-ignition would be independent of turbulence, while
combustion speed (and consequently combustion duration) is related to the turbulence level
for a flame propagation phenomenon. It is recommended for future work to use volumetric
simulations to better understand the relation between injection-driven and combustion-driven
turbulence, and to study flame structure in the PPC regime.

Results on fuel distribution at the start of combustion confirmed that, in the PPC regime,
ignition starts in regions of high equivalence ratio, even though these have lower temperature,
and then propagates toward the lower equivalence ratio regions (with higher temperatures).
This relatively high gradient of equivalence ratio in the PPC regime (compared to HCCI), can
be quantified as fuel stratification, and is a governing parameter to control the heat release
behavior and the ignition timing of PPC. This study showed that the angular stratification plays
a significant role in reducing the peak heat release rate, however, high local equivalence ratios
(close to unity and higher) should be avoided, e.g. by enhancing the mixing efficiency and
duration. Results of fuel stratification (chapter 6) and combustion stratification (chapter 5)
are compared for the same operating conditions in Fig. 8.1. It can be seen that combustion
stratification correlates with fuel stratification. To accurately assess the roles of thermal and
fuel stratifications in combustion stratification, it is recommended to study the reactivity of such
fuel/temperature distributions as achieved in this study.

Spectroscopy results showed that fuel stratification changes the chemistry as well. It is
observed that HCCI combustion proceeds very fast; all luminosity sources observed culminate
simultaneously. For PPC combustion, however, C *2 and CH* chemiluminescence culminate
first during the combustion. Subsequently, broadband and OH* chemiluminescence reach
their peak simultaneously with the rate of heat release. Thermal radiation typically dominates
during the late phase of combustion, when a second peak for C *2 chemiluminescence is also
observed.

8.3 Stratification Index

One of the main objectives of this study was to define a meaningful stratification index for PPC.
In chapter 5 a stratification metric was proposed for objective quantification of combustion
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8.4 Laser/Optical Diagnostics and Quantification

Figure 8.1: Fourier-based fuel stratifi-
cation level at TDC and the maximum
Fourier-based combustion stratification
as a function of injection timing for the
operating conditions detailed in Table 5.2.
There is a strong correlation between
fuel stratification and combustion strat-
ification.

stratification based on two-dimensional Fourier transforms of in-cylinder OH* bandpass images.
The same method was implemented on equivalence ratio distributions in chapter 6, to quantify
fuel stratification. Results confirmed that this Fourier-based stratification index is a robust,
objective and intrinsic metric to characterize different aspects of stratification in the PPC regime.
The Fourier-based stratification index for fuel (or temperature) is even more robust than that for
combustion stratification, since the fuel distribution can be globally characterized, based on
equivalence ratio, as a meaningful parameter.

The same Fourier-based stratification analysis can be applied to temperature distributions to
extract thermal stratification level. However, thermal stratification was not analyzed in this study
since the temperature distribution was only estimated in chapter 6, but not measured. This
is actually one of the main suggestions for future work: to study thermal stratification and to
investigate its effects together with fuel stratification on combustion stratification. Two-color
fuel tracer LIF is one of the laser diagnostic techniques that can be applied to simultaneously
measure both fuel and temperature distributions.

Although the limited time and purpose of this study did not allow the author to go further in the
application of the stratification index, this index has the potential to be used as an engineering
means to optimize the mixing process, combustion efficiency and emissions, as discussed in
the Introduction (chapter 1). It should be noted that the application of this index is not limited to
experimental results and can be used in numerical studies as well.

8.4 Laser/Optical Diagnostics and Quantification

Quantification of the outcomes of laser and optical diagnostic techniques comprised a significant
part of this study. Spray penetration as a function of injection timing and pressure was measured
based on Shadowgraphy in chapter 3. The time-resolved results of the flow field, mean velocity
and turbulence level were achieved based on PIV measurements (chapter 7), and fuel tracer
LIF measurements were performed (chapter 6) to determine the fuel density distributions. An
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8.4 Laser/Optical Diagnostics and Quantification

analysis method was also proposed in chapter 5 to quantify combustion stratification based on
OH* bandpass images.

Although quantified measurements provide more information than qualitative measurements, it
is usually needed to make some assumptions to be able to quantify the outcomes of laser and
optical diagnostics. These assumptions can affect the quantified outcomes, even when the ex-
perimental errors are negligible. For instance, for quantification of fuel tracer LIF measurements
in this study, the following assumptions are made:

Measurements:

• There is no shot-to-shot laser power variation.

• There is no shot-to-shot laser beam structure variation.

• Toluene evaporation and mixing characteristics are the same as for PRF70 fuel.

• The toluene fluorescence signal is not dependent on the pressure after correction for the
temperature.

Temperature estimation:

• Adiabatic evaporation/mixing.

• Mass transfer is neglected, meaning that the fuel distribution is frozen from injection
timing to TDC.

• No heat transfer within the field of view.

As one can imagine, these assumptions are not trivial and are definitely affecting the final results.
It is possible to eliminate some of these assumptions by improving the experimental methods,
for instance, by measuring the laser shot-to-shot power, a correction for the laser power can be
applied. Alternatively, two-color fuel tracer LIF technique can be used instead of single-color
method to measure the temperature distribution as well. Although two-color fuel tracer LIF
demands its own assumptions, the outcome would be much more accurate than the temperature
estimation procedure done in this study, which assumes adiabatic evaporation/mixing without
heat and mass transfer.

Assumptions are also made for the PIV measurements, for instance, it is assumed that TiO2

particles are able to perfectly follow the in-cylinder flow, or the out-of-plane velocities are not
affecting the two-dimensional plane measurements.

Making such these assumptions results in a simple conclusion: there is a level of uncertainty
for the obtained quantified results, although it might have been possible to improve it more and
more. In this study, the focus was more on the trends and behaviors, therefore uncertainty
analysis was neglected for different quantification procedures. However, some levels of un-
certainty should be taken into account for all these quantified outcomes, particularly by those
researchers who want to validate their numerical results with these quantified experimental
data.
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8.5 Conclusion

8.5 Conclusion

Efficiency plays a key role in future IC engines. Achieving 60% indicated efficiency for an IC
engine is currently the biggest aim of many researchers in the field. On the one hand, new
combustion concepts, such as PPC, have shown a potential to improve the efficiency, while
maintaining low NOx and soot emissions. On the other hand, conventional concepts have
been studied and improved over a century, being the first reliable choice of manufacturers.
The emerging technology of hybrid electric vehicles and upcoming limiting CO2 emissions are
providing an opportunity for the new combustion concepts to take over the role of conventional
concepts. However, it can only happen if fundamental and applied investigations of the new
combustion concepts, such as PPC, proceed faster, since these new combustion concepts
might not have a chance to be investigated for a century.
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Species Chemiluminescence

The time-resolved normalized intensity of thermal radiation and different species chemilumines-
cence are presented in this section for different injection timings and normalization methods.
Results are based on the high-speed spectroscopy measurements and the post-processing
method described in chapter 4.
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Appendix A

Figure A.1: Species chemiluminescence intensities for different injection timings based on two different
normalization methods; Left column: Normalized by the total intensity of the combustion cycle to see the
overall species behavior within a cycle. Right column: Normalized by the total intensity at a given CAD
(Dynamic normalization) to see the role of each species at each CAD independently.
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Abbreviations

AHRR Apparent heat release rate
ATDC After top dead center
BEV Battery electric vehicle
CA50 Crank angle at 50% burn
CA50abs Crank angle at which 50% of total injected fuel is burned
CAD Crank angle degree
CCD Charge-coupled device
CFD Computational fluid dynamics
CH* Electronically-excited methylidyne
CH2O Formaldehyde
CH2O* Electronically-excited formaldehyde
CI Compression ignition
CMOS Complementary metal–oxide semiconductor
CO Carbon monoxide
CO2 Carbon dioxide
CO *2 Electronically-excited carbon dioxide
C *2 Electronically-excited dicarbon
DI Direct injection
EGR Exhaust gas recirculation
FOV Field of view
fps Frames per second
FWHM Full width at half maximum
HCCI Homogeneous charge compression ignition
HCO* Electronically-excited formyl
HEV Hybrid electric vehicle
IC Internal combustion
ID Ignition delay
IMEP Indicated mean effective pressure
LDA Laser doppler anemometry
LED Light emitting diode
LIF Laser-induced fluorescence
LTC Low temperature combustion
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Abbreviations

NOx Nitrogen oxides
OH* Electronically-excited hydroxyl
POD Proper orthogonal decomposition
PIV Particle image velocimetry
PPC Partially premixed combustion
ppm Parts per million
PRFnn Primary reference fuel, nn = the percentage of iso-octane

in iso-octane/n-heptane mixture
rms Root mean square
RANS Reynolds averaged Navier-Stokes
ROHR Rate of heat release
rpm Revolutions per minute
SCCI Stratified charge compression ignition
SI Spark ignition
SOC Start of combustion
SOI Start of injection
TDC Top dead center
TU/e Eindhoven University of Technology
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